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ABBREVIATIONS 
 
1       First 
2       Second   
3       Third    
1PEX    First person plural 
exclusive 
1PIN    First person plural 
inclusive 
ACC    Accompaniment 
ADJ     Adjective 
ADV     Adverb   
AGR     Agreement 
ASP     Aspect   
ASS     Associative 
AVZ     Adverbializer 
CARD    Cardinal         
CAUS    Causative 
CJ      Conjunction      
CLT     Clitic 
COM     Comitative 
CONT    Continuity       
CPZ     Complementizer 
DB      Double   
DEC     Declarative 
DEIC    Deictic  
DEM     Demonstrative 
DSC     Descriptive      
DIR     Direction 
DUR     Durative 
EX      Exclusive        
F       Future 
FOC     Focusing 
H       Head     
IMPFTV  Imperfective     
IMPR    Imperative 
IN      Inclusive        
INCEP   Inceptive 
INCH    Inchoative       
INF     Infinitive(-vizer) 
INSTR   Instrument       
INTR    Interrogative 
intr    Intransitive 
LOC     Location         
Lit.    Literal Translation 
MOD     Modifier 
N       Noun     
NEG     Negative 
NOM     Nominalization   
NP      Noun phrase 
NUM     Number   
O       Object   
ORD     Ordinal 
p       Plural 
P       Past tense 
PRED    Predicate 
PCL     Proclitic 
PERF    Perfect 
PFTV    Perfective       

P/M     Person/Mood 
P/N     Person/Number  
POSS    Possessive       
PP      Postpositional Phrase 
PR      Present 
PREF    Prefix 
PREFTL  Preferential 
PRON    Pronoun 
PROP    Proper noun      
P/T     Person and Tence 
Q       Question         
QUL     Quality 
QUT     Quantity  
RECIP   Reciprocal       
RED     Reduplication 
REFL    Reflexive        
REL     Relative 
s       Singular         
S       Sentence 
SUB      Subject 
SUF     Sufix 
TEMP    Temporal         
TOP     Topicalizer 
TR      Transitive 
V       Verb     
VAL     Valency-changing 
marker 
VP      Verb phrase 
W/H     W/H Question     
X       Variable 
 
**   ungrammatical 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Waima is spoken in the Bereina District of Central 
Province, by a group of the same name living on the coast 65 
miles North west of Port Moresby, reaching from Meauri to the 
village of Hisiu.  To the north the Waima have a common border 
with the Bush Mekeo, to the east with the Mekeo - the southern 
border is shared with the Nara and Gabadi.  Waima has two 
other dialects called Roro and Paitana.  Speakers of the Waima 
language group total 12,000. 

Field work was carried out under the auspices of the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics for seven years from December 1988 
through December 1995.  The data that this analysis is based 
on was collected from the villages who speak the main dialect 
which is also called Waima.  Stories were recorded on tape 
from a number of language speakers and transcribed by the 
author, or were dictated to the author by language speakers, 
or written by language speakers, and finally checked with 
other speakers.  The corpus of data that this analysis is 
based on is a total of 230 pages of interlinearized texts.  In 
addition, about 1200 sentences were elicited. 

1.1 Overview 

Waima is one of ten Austronesian language scattered 
throughout Central Province.  A. Pawley says that, "According 
to glottochronology, the immediate common ancestor of the 
Central Province group (Proto-Central Province) began to 
diverge into three primary divisions between 3,400 and 2,500 
years ago." 

There has been some research of Waima and the other two 
dialects Roro and Paitana.  Dialect differences by Davis 
(n.d.), sketch grammar by Chatterton and by Strong's (1914), 
and the phonology of Roro and its dialects are in the library 
of University of Papua New Guinea. 
 

Waima is a SOV language which is the most common word order 
in Austronesian language.   

Most of the roots are not easily sorted into grammatical 
categories like noun, verb or adjective.  A generic root hau 
‘man’ may occur in a variety of positions, as a noun hau 
‘man’, a possessive ena hau ‘friend’, a verb e-hau ‘be smart’ 
or a part-whole relationship hau-na ‘body’. 

Waima possessive suffixes function in two ways. As a 
Austronesian language noun are divided into two groups, 
alienable and inalienable nouns. Alienable nouns are not 
marked, but inalienable nouns are marked by a person number 
suffix, for example alienable noun aiara ‘village’ or an 
inalienable noun ara-na ‘his head’. 

Waima topicalisation functions in two ways.  One 
topicalisation is moving a constituent to the front of a 
sentence without marking, and people identify it by context as 
example (1); the other uses a topicalizer hanona, following 
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the constituent, which functions as topic, as in the following 
example (2). 

 
 1) Hobi rori e-hari-na. 

Frog car 3SP-run-TR 
‘A car ran over a frog (topicalised).’ 

 
 2) Hama-'u hanona e-tabura ki'a baha. 

father-1s TOP 3sp-bad very much 
‘My father (topicalised) is very strong.’ 

There are variety of clitics at different levels in the 
Waima language, one of which is a valency-changing marker -ai 
in the verb phrase.  As M. D. Ross mentioned in his book 
‘Proto Oceanic and the Austronesian Languages of Western 
Melanesia’ 

“the original function of POC *-aki[ni] was to shift a 
refective or confective participant to (direct) object; this 
proposal receives a large measure of support from Western 
Oceanic reflexes of *-aki: they are mostly confective, 
refective, or instrumental in function.” (p 376) 

Waima valency-changing marker -ai might be mostly free 
employed word in their common verbal situation. As the example 
(3) shows. 
 
 3) e-mai-ai-na 

3SP-come-VAL-TR 
‘he brought it.’ 

2. MORPHOPHONEMICS 

2.1 Phonemes 

 

There are 16 phonemes in Waima which include the following 
along with their orthographic representation within this 
paper. 

 

a  b  e  h  i  ‘  k  m  n  o  p  r  t  ts  u  w  

 

The aphostrophy /‘/ represents a glottal stop [/]. 
Aspiration ‘ts’ stands for fronting [tJ]. And semi vowel/w/ is 
an allophone of the back round vowel /o/ when it is followed 
by a non high vowel /a/ or /e/ in a word initial position. 

 

Waima stress is realized by loudness, length and pitch, and 
it is predictable. Stress occurs on the penultimate syllable 
in normal words, ie., nouns and adjectives. Noun words consist 
of the root and any affixes, such as inalienable possessive 
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pronouns, compounds, etc. The example (4) shows the stress on 
the penultimate syllable of each nominal word. 

 

 4) a. /kemo/ [»kemç] ‘bamboo’ 
b. /pakoti/ [på»kotJ I] ‘scissors’ 
c. /bitotiri/ [Bitç»tJiRI] ‘a bird’ 

 

The syllable in Waima consists of a nucleus of a single 
vowel preceded by an optional consonant onset and followed by 
an optional vowel glide : (C) V (V). There are no consonant 
clusters in the language. There are four syllable patterns in 
Waima; V, VV, CV, CVV, as shown in the example (5).  

 
 5)  /V/ [V] 

a. /oi/ [»o·I] ‘you’ 

 
   /CV/ [CV] 

b. /bio/ [» Bi·ç] ‘ostrich’ 

 
   /VV/ [VV] 

c. /aea/ [»ae·å] ‘how’ 

 
   /CVV/ [CVV] 

d. /roio/ [» Roi·ç] ‘wave’ 
 

2.2 Vowel Deletion 

When two identical vowels come together at a morpheme 
boundary one will be deleted, as the example (6) shows. 

 

 6) a /aiara+ai/ [å I »aRåI] ‘in the village’ 
b./ha+a’i/ [»ha/I]  ‘no one’ 

  c./te+enoti/ [tE»not 5I] ‘they lay down.’ 
 

2.3 Vowel Harmony 

The first column of the example (7) shows the regular 
behavior of verb prefixes. (See 4.3.1.1.1 Tense suffix.) The 
second, third, and fouth columns show that when the first 
vowel of the verb stem is [-high], the last vowel of the 
prefix becomes a high vowel in the present tense. 

 
 7)          +(C)a-   +(C)o-   +(C)e- 

a. [   miaho] [   papura] [   tona] [   enotJi]    #____ 
b. [¯o-miaho] [¯u-papura] [¯u-tona] [¯u-enotJi] 2SPR____ 
c. [¯o-miaho] [¯i-papura] [¯i-tona] [¯i-enotJi] 3SPR____ 
d. [tJo-miaho] [tJu-papura] [tJu-tona] [tJu-enotJi] 2PPR____ 
e. [tJe-miaho] [tJi-papura] [tJi-tona] [tJi-enotJi] 3PPR____ 
   ‘stay’   ‘play’ ‘scratch’    ‘lay’ 
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2.4 Consonant Palatalization 

A grammatical tense appears to impose a modification on the plural 
prefix [t]; the underlying present tense prefix [¯] causes the dental stop 
to be fronted, such that [¯]+[t]>[tJ]. This is written orthographically as 
/ts/. (See section 4.3.1.2 Tense prefixes) 

 
 8) t-a-mahe. 

1P-P(EX)-tired 
‘we(EX) were tired.’ 

 9) tJ-a-mahe.      
1P-PR(EX)-tired 
‘We(EX) are tired.’ 

 

In the case of the singular present tense, the prefix has a 
palatalized alveolar nasal[¯]. Example (10) shows a palatalized 
nasal in the present tense, (11) shows normal alveolar nasal 
in the same phonological environment. 

 

 10) ¯a-ahu-na 
1SPR-hit-TR 
‘I am hitting’ 

 11) nahu-na 
chile-2S 
‘his child’ 
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3. WORD CLASSES  

There are several word classes in Waima.  These include 
noun, verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun, postposition, deictic, 
conjunction, and numeral etc,. However, word classes in Waima 
are not strongly distinguished.  A word assigned to one class 
can often take on the markings and the function of another 
class.  Hence many of the distinctions made here are somewhat 
arbitrary and subject to re-analysis. 

3.1 Nouns 

Alienability is a major feature of Waima nouns, where its 
relationship to the possessor is either a permanent or 
necessary one, or a possessor.  Some minor distinctions are 
animacy of the nouns and countability.   

Nouns may be derived from verbs or adverbs. Waima nouns are 
not classified by gender. The most common environment for a 
noun is as head of a noun phrase.  (See 5.1 Noun Phrase) 

3.1.1 Alienability 

Waima nouns are classified according to a noun possessing 
system as inalienably or alienably possessed nouns.   

3.1.1.1 Inalienably Possessed Nouns  

The distinctive feature of an inalienably possessed noun is 
obligatory possessive suffixing.  Possessor agreement 
referring to the possessor of the noun is suffixation on the 
noun.  The suffix denotes the person and number of the 
possessor. (See 4.1.1 Possessive suffix for inalienably 
possessed noun) 

Inalienably possessed nouns include those signifying 
relationships such as body parts to the body, kinship terms to 
the person, or part-whole relationships, directional space, 
etc.  Chart 1) shows suffixed inalienably possessed nouns.  

  

Maha-‘u 
eye-3S 

‘my eye’ (Body part relationship) 

hama-mu 
father-3S 

‘your father’ (Kinship relationship) 

ata-na 
name-3S 

‘his name’ (Part-Whole relationship) 

maea-ka 

tongue-1P(IN) 

‘our tongue/language’ (     “     ) 

Chart 1 

 

3.1.1.2 Alienably Possessed Nouns  

Most Waima nouns are alienably possessed. A genitive 
pronoun optionally precedes the alienably possessed noun.  
However there is never possessive suffixing on the noun.  
Alienably possessed nouns include those denoting animals, 
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places, things, roles of position, abstract nouns, time, and 
weather terms, etc.  Examples (12) to (15) are showing 
alienably possessed nouns in sentences. 
 

 12) Ni-ao e-na aiara.  (Place) 
3SPR-go GEN-3S village  
‘He is going to his village.’ 

 

 13) Miori weia-na pihara-i e-mu   waeha e-ahu-na.  (Things) 
boy that-3S stone-ASS GEN-2S dog 3SP-hit-TR 
‘That boy hit your dog with a stone.’ 

 

 14) E-mi raona'au e-apa’ua here-’u-ai.              (Abstract Nouns) 
GEN-1PEX love 3SP-big near-1S-ASS 
‘Your love is great for us.’ 

 

 15) Bariu hanona au e-'u rani. (Time) 
now TOP I GEN-1S day 
‘Now it is my time/turn.’ 

 

3.1.2 Animacy 

In Waima another minor distinction among nouns is that of 
animacy vs. inanimacy.  This is reflected in the choice of 
modifier.  A noun which is seen as animate might be modified 
by an adjective from the ‘animate’ class, an inanimate noun 
might take an ‘inanimate’ adjective.  However only two 
instances of this distinction have been observed so far, in 
the adjectives meaning ‘big’ and ‘old’.  (See section 3.3 
Adjectives)  Example (16) shows the animate noun, (17) shows 
the inanimate noun. 

 
 16) Babi’e anepaka-na 

woman old(anim.)-3S 
‘an old woman’ 

 17) itu ‘ai’ai-na 
house old(inanim.)-3S 
‘the old (antique) house’ 

 

3.1.3 Countability 

Another minor distinction among nouns is countability.  
Countable nouns are treated as separable entities, by using 
them with such forms as a, many, two, three, etc., and non 
count nouns are treated as continuous entities, by being used 
with such forms as much, some.  Example (18) shows a countable 
nouns, and (19) shows the non count nouns.  

 
 18) itu baika weia 

house some(countable) there 
‘There are some houses’ 
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 19) bei harua mo-be-na-’u. 
water some(uncountable) 2SI-give-TR-to.me 
‘Give me some water.’ 

 

3.2 Verbs 

Verbs are those words which consist of a word root or stem 
that will take the verbal tense, aspect, and mood prefixes and 
function as a predicate on the sentence level. Verbs may 
function as auxillaries. 

Transitivity marked by the suffix -na is a major feature of 
Waima verbs. This suffix encodes an object, whether overtly 
present or implied. In this section we will discuss transitive 
and ditransitive verbs, intransitive verbs, descriptive verbs 
and auxiliary verbs.  
 

3.2.1 Transitive Verbs  

Transitive verbs such as a’i ‘to hold’, u’u ‘to chase’, 
kabe ‘to cut’, ‘ani ‘to dig’, etc., take a direct object which 
may be realised by an overt noun phrase or just implied. The 
verb is marked as transitive by the transitive suffix -na, 
which is suffixed to the last word of the verb phrase and is 
followed by verbal person number agreement encoding the direct 
object of the verb. (See section 4.3.1.4 Transitivity of the 
verbs.) Examples (20), (21), (22) show the transitive verbs. 

 20) Au miori weia-na a-‘iobi-na-O. 
I boy there-3S 1SP-know-TR-3S 
‘I knew that boy.’ 

 21) Warani Ikupu arabu-ai matiu rari-na e-kabe-na-O 
yesterday Ikupu bush-ASS tree big-3S 3SP-cut-TR-3S 
‘Ikupu cut a big tree yesterday in the bush.’ 

 22) Waeha weia-na itabara e-u’u-na-O 
dog there-3S wallaby 3SP-chase-TR-3S 
‘That dog chased the wallaby.’ 

 

Examples (23) (24) show the transitive verbs with the verbal 
person number agreement encoding the object. (See the section 
4.3.1.4.2 Verbal person/number agreements) 
   
 23) oi o-iha-na-mai. 

you 2sp-see-TR-1p  
‘you saw us.’   

 
 24) Hau weia-na e-ahu-na-’u. 

man there-3S 3SP-hit-TR-1S 
‘That man hit me.’ 

 

3.2.1.1 Ditransitive verbs 

A subcategory of transitive verbs are ditransitive verbs 
which take both a direct and an indirect object, both of which 
may again be realised by overt noun phrases or implied. These 
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verbs are marked in the same way as ordinary transitive verbs, 
that is with the enclitic transitive marker -na and 
person/number agreement, but with ditransitive verbs the 
agreement encodes the indirect object of the verb rather than 
the direct object. A representative sample words would 
include; hinabe ‘tell’, be ‘give’, baiha ‘show’, etc. 

 

Ex) ia iabui e-be-na-’u. 

ia aubauba e-baiha-na-mi. 
 

3.2.2 Intransitive Verbs  

Intransitive verbs do not have an object. The transitive 
marker -na does not occur. A representative sample would 
include; enoti ‘to lie down’ koroti ‘to stand’, ‘eho ‘to 
fall’, ka’a ‘to walk’, no’a ‘to get up’, etc. Intransitive 
verbs are marked with only the person/number prefix.  Example 
(25) and (26) show intransitive verbs in the sentence. 

 
 25) Hau ha e-enoti. 

man a 3SP-lie_down 
‘A man lied down.’ 

 26) Ia ne-miaho harai. 
He 3SPR-stay well 
‘He is staying well.’ 

 

Intransitive verbs do not take direct objects. However they 
may take other constituents in that clause, like a location or 
temporal, as the example (27) shown. 

 
 27) Warani hama-’u  e-ao   Moku. 

Yesterday father-1S 3SP-go Port_Moresby 
‘My father went to Port Moresby yesterday.’ 

 

3.2.3 Descriptive Verbs  

There are descriptive verbs which are derived from 
adjectives or nouns by verbal prefixing. (See 4.3.2.6 Derived 
by Modal prefixes.) The example (28), (29) show the 
descriptive verbs. 

 
 28) Miori papa-na e-inawa. 

boy little-3S 3SP-sick 
‘The little boy was sick.’ 

 29) Bariu ne-hiabu 
now 3SPR-hot 
‘Now it is hot.’ 

 

3.2.4 Auxiliary Verbs 

There are several auxiliary verbs.  The auxiliary verb has 
a subsidiary function to the main verb.  It refers primarily 
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to the progress or type of temporal activity.  The number of 
the subject is not marked on the auxiliary verb in the prefix, 
but only tense.  The prefix of the verb always agrees with 
third person singular form even if the subject of the main 
verb is a plural, first, or second person.  (See section 
5.2.2.1. With Auxiliary verbs)  
 

e-pua '3SP-finish/he finished.' CESSATIVE 

e-ao '3SP-go/he went.' IMPERFECTIVE 

e-hore '3SP-put/he put.' PERFECT  (CAUSATIVE) 

e-namo '3SP-good/it was good' PREFERENTIAL  

Chart 2 Auxiliary Verbs 

3.2.4.1 Cessative 

The cessative auxiliary verb emphasizes the end or the 
cessation of the action. Example (30) shows the cessative 
verb. 

 
 30) Terarua haibu-kia ena taitai rua te-babai-na-kia e-pua. 

Both sister-3P GEN-3S flower two 3PP-make-TR-3P CESSTV 
‘Both of two man made two decorations for their 
sister, it is finished.’ 

 

3.2.4.2 Imperfective 

The imperfective auxiliary verb emphasizes the continuation 
of the action over a period of time. The imperfective 
auxiliary verb can be duplicated many times. The examples (31) 
(32) (33) show the imperfective auxiliary verbs in the 
sentence.  
 

 31) Puaea papa-kia te-karahi te-miaho eao te-apa'ua. 
crocodile little-3P 3PP-come.out 3PP-stay IMPF 3PP-big 
‘The small crocodiles came out, were staying, until 
they had grown up.’ 

 
 32) Ahi ahi e-beau e-ao e-ao e-akauma. 

canoe canoe 3SP-run IMPF IMPF 3SP-disappear 
‘The small canoe sailed and sailed continuing until it 
disappeared.’ 

 
 33) Hau ha matiu ha e-uina eao eao e-rabu tai-na. 

Man a tree a 3sp-cut-TR IMPF IMPF 3sp-fall fit-TR 
‘A man choped a tree and continued until it fell 
down.’ 
 

3.2.4.3 Perfect 

The perfect auxiliary verb emphasizes the completing of the 
action. Example (34) (35) shows a perfect auxiliary in the 
sentence. 
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 34) Abara e-hore uma taba-kia e-ba-'omu-na-kia. 
rain PERF garden thing-3P 3PP-CAUS-grow-TR-3P 
‘The rain has made the garden grow.’ 

 
 35) Hau anepaka-na ehore bei e-be-na-’u a-inu. 

Man old-3s PERF water 3sp-give-TR-1s 1sp-
drink  
‘An old man has given me water, and I drank.’ 

 

3.2.4.4 Preferential 

The preferential auxiliary verb refers to a positive 
evaluation of an action, as example (36) (37) shown. 

 
 36) To-ahu-na-'u enamo. 

2PPT-hit-TR-1S PREFTL 
‘It is good you(PL) hit me.’ 

 37) E-horoti-na-kia enamo. 
3SP-put-TR-3P PREFTL 
‘He put them properly.’ 

 

3.3 Adjectives  

Waima adjectives function primarily as modifiers of the 
head noun in a noun phrase.  The adjectives must take an 
agreement suffix when they describe the head, and agree in 
person and number with the noun.  This suffix is taken from 
the set of person and number markers which mark the possessor 
of an inalienably possessed noun. (Table 6  Norminal 
Person/Number Agreements in section 4.1.1 Possessive Suffix 
for Inalienably Possessed Nouns) In some cases the adjectives 
must also agree with the head noun in regard to animacy. (See 
section 3.1.2 Animacy.) 

Following table is a list of representative adjectives. 
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Size papa- 
apa'ua-  
rari- 
ko'o- 
homa'a- 

small 
big  
huge 
short 
long 

Color pore- 
biro- 
umu- 
purutoni- 
a'aeabu- 

white 
red 
black 
blue or green 
yellow 

Dimention bero- 
beho- 
panaba- 

straight 
crooked 
wide 

Age kiro- 
'aru'aru- 
'ai'ai- 
anepaka- 
mahamaha- 

old (mature) 
young 
old(inanimate) 
old(animate) 
new 

Quantity bo'o- many 

Value namo- 
ki'a- 

good 
bad 

Table 1 Adjectives 

 38) Ia hana miori papa-na. 
he TOP boy little-3S 
‘He is a little boy’ 

 39) matiu beho-kia mo-a’i obo-na-kia. 
stick crooked-3P 2SI-take off-TR-3P 
‘Take the crooked sticks off.’ 

 

3.3.1 Degree Words 

There may be a few adjectives within an adjective phrase. 
Adjective ‘aki ‘wild’ may be used as a degree word ‘very’ to 
modify an adjective. Example (40) shows the adjective. 

 
 40) ara-na rari-na 'aki-na 

price-3S great-3S  very-3S 
‘It is very expensive’ 

 

3.4 Adverbs   

The function of an adverb is to modify a verb, an adjective 
or another adverb, or a whole clause.  The adverbs may be 
grouped by their position of occurrence: phrase level adverbs 
or in sentence periphery; those are manner adverbs, 
intensifers, specifiers, modal adverbs and directional 
adverbs. 
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3.4.1 Phrase Level Adverbs 

3.4.1.1 Manner Adverbs 

There are manner adverbs which follow the verb within the 
verb phrase.  The adverb follows the verb stem and is followed 
by the transitive marker in the case of transitive verb 
phrases. Table 2 shows some adverbs within a verb phrase.  

 
aota 'loudly' ahi 'out' 
‘au 'up' 'apua 'merely' 
biai 'quickly' haeamona 'again' 
harai 'well' 'ini 'strongly' 
kia 'very' ki'a 'badly' 
mue 'back' nonoa 'hurried' 
obo 'off' ore 'completely' 

Table 2 

The following examples (41)-(43) show of manner adverbs 
that can occur in verb phrase. 
 41) Maearima itu weiana te-babai harai-na 

people house that 3PP-do well-TR 
‘People built that house well’ 

 42) Aiporo mo-biri 'ini-na 
pig 2S-tie strongly-TR 
‘Tie the pig strongly!’ 

 43) ko-mai biai 
3SF-come quickly 
‘Come quickly!’ 

There are a few adverbs which precede the verb in a clause. 
Example (44) shows the adverb which preceds the verb. 

 
 44) Ia maharimahari te-ka’a. 

they slowly 3SP-walk 
‘They walked slowly.’ 

 

3.4.1.2 Specifing Adverbs 

Adverb baha ‘really’ specifies another adverb within an 
adverb phrase. Example (45) shows the specifing adverb. 

 
 45) Ebeau ki’a baha. 

3SP-run very really 
‘He ran really fast.’ 

 

3.4.2 Sentence level Adverbs 

3.4.2.1 Modal Adverbs 

Modal adverbs are sentence level adverbs, which tend to 
modify a whole sentence or series of sentences, to communicate 
the speakers attitudes or opinions.  They generally appear as 
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peripheral elements in the clause. Table 3 shows some modal 
adverbs. 

 

matoha ‘as like, so to speak’  

pa'e ‘perhaps, may be’ 

uahomana ‘such like’/’like that’ 

Table 3 

Examples (46)-(47) show the modal adverbs in sentences.  
 46) Tona iha-na matoha maearima waira-na aba-na. 

coconut see-3S like man face-3S same-3S 
‘The coconut looks like a man’s face’ 

 47) Pita hanona pa’e ena ahi-ai e-ehe'au. 
Pita TOP perhaps his canoe-ASS 3SP-board 
‘Perhaps, Peter might on board his canoe.’ 

3.4.2.2 Directional Adverbs  

The directionals specify a particular space on or near a 
given referent. Table 4 is a list of representative 
directionals. 

 

ubi above 

aha on 

ba'a under 

waira infront 

kape back 

muri after 

atau’a far 

ao in (in the object) 

here near 

maha outside (from the object) 

atapaka outside (somewhere) 

Table 4 

These directionals are used together with the associative 
postposition ai to show temporal or location of an object or 
an event, as shown in example (48). 
 

 48) Roborobo ha ubi-ai ni-robo. 
bird a above-ASS 3SPR-fly 
‘A bird is flying in above.’ 

 

They may take person marker suffixing to refer to the point 
of reference, as shown in example (49).  
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 49) Here-’u o-mai 
near-1S 2SP-come 
‘Come near to me.’ 

 

They may include a full noun phrase specifying the point of 
reference. Example (50) shows the postpositional phrase that 
includes the adjective. 

 
 50) Itu papa-na weiana ba'a-na-i e'u aiporo ne-

miaho. 
house small-3S that under-3S-ASS my pig 3SPR-
stay 
‘My pig is under that small house.’ 

 

3.5 Deictics 

The deictics point out and specify positions relative to 
the speaker or hearer.  Deictics function as locative adverbs 
in a clause and as demonstratives in a noun phrase.  When 
deictics are used to modify nouns in a noun phrase, they 
require an agreement marker.  This marking is the same as was 
noted for adjectives.  (See sections 4.4.1. Agreement for 
adjectives) 

Example 7  Deictics 

¯a 'this' immediate speaker's position 

ua 'that' mention the hearer's position from the 
speaker's/out of sight 

¯a'a 'here' far from the hearer’s position 

ua'a 'there' far from both speaker and hearer  

naia 'the' hearer's position 

neia 'here' near the speaker 

weia 'there' somewhere away from the speaker 
 

The examples (51) (52) show deictics in the sentence. 
 51) e-’u aniani weia mo-kai ‘itina. 

GEN-1S food there 2SI-put  strong-TR 
‘Put my food there. (away from the speaker)’ 

 52) au ka-eao ua’a ka-kaokao 
I 1SF-go there 1SF-go.around 
‘I will go there to go around.’ (far from both speaker 
and hearer) 

 

3.6 Pronouns  

There are free form pronouns, and bound form pronouns.  The 
bound pronouns will be discussed in chapter 4 morphology, 
section 4.2. Structure of pronouns. 
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3.6.1 Personal pronouns  

The personal pronouns (nominal/accusative) are free forms.  
A personal pronoun can function as subject or object in a 
clause.  Table 5 is a paradigm of personal pronouns. 

1S au ‘I’, ‘me’ 

2S oi ‘you(S)’, ‘you(S)’ 

3S ia ‘he, she, it’, ‘him, her’ 

1PIN aika ‘we (IN)’, ‘us’ 

1PEX ai ‘we (EX)’, ‘us’ 

2P wai ‘you(PL)’, ‘you(PL)’ 

3P ia ‘they’, ‘them’ 

 Table 5 Personal Pronouns 

Example (53) shows the personal pronouns in the sentence. 
 

53) Oi au o-apari-na-'u. 
You I 2SP-call-TR-1S 
‘You called me.’ 

3.6.2 Interrogative Pronouns 

The interrogative pronouns are free forms.  They take the 
place of the questioned item in a normal Waima clause. 

Example 4  Interrogative Pronouns 

tai 'who' 

taba 'what' 

ae'e 'where' 

aita 'when' 
 54) Oi tai? 

you who 
‘Who are you?’ 

 55) Aita o-mai? 
when 2SP-come 
‘When did you come?’ 

 56) Taba nu-babai-na 
what 2SPR-do-TR 
‘What are you doing?’ 

3.6.3 Relative Pronoun 

The relative pronoun hauna ‘singular’ haukia ‘plural’ are 
used as the relative clause marker.  The pronoun refers back 
to the head noun.  Example (57) (58) show the relative pronoun 
in the sentence. 

 
 57) Pihara miori e-kapo-na hau-na waeha aena e-ahu-na. 

stone boy 3SP-throw-TR REL-3s dog leg-3S 3SP-hit-TR 
‘The stone that the boy threw hit the leg of the dog.’ 
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 58) Pihara waeha te-ahu-na hau-kia e-iha-na-kia. 
stone dog 3SP-hit-TR REL-3p 3PP-see-TR 
‘He saw the stones that hit the dog.’ 

3.7 Postpositions  

There are two postpositions in Waima; the associative 
postposition ai and the accompaniment postposition ohi.  They 
function as relator in the postpositional phrase. (See. 5.4 
Postpositional phrase) 
 

3.7.1 Associative Postposition ai 

The postpositon ai is an enclitic.  It is bound 
phonologically to the noun or noun phrase which precedes it 
and with which it acts as relator.  It expresses a temporal, 
spatial, instrument, or manner relationship in the sentence. 
Example (59) and (60) show associative postpositions. 
 

ai  'at, on, with, or for'  Associative 
 

 59) Hau ha wapira-ai matiu e-'ui-na. 
man a axe-ASS tree 3SP-cut-TR 
‘A man cut the tree with an axe.’ 

 60) Ia muri-ai ke-mai. 
she after-ASS 3SF-come 
‘He will come later.’ 

3.7.2 Accompaniment Postposition ohi 

The post position ohi is a free standing word.  Its meaning 
is accompaniment ‘with’. Example (61) shows accompaniment 
postposition. 
 

ohi:  'with'    Accompaniment 
 

 61) Tioni hama-na ohi uma te-ao. 
Tioni father-3S ACC garden 3PP-go 
‘Tioni went to the garden with his father.’ 

3.8 Particles 

3.8.1 Enclitic mo 

There is an enclitic mo, which means 'only/just/even'.  The 
enclitic qualifies or limits the scope of an event or its 
participants.  It is often found in peripheral slots of a 
clause or in a sentence fragment.  
 

mo  'only/just/even'  LIM 
 

Example (62)-(64) illustrate the enclitic mo. 
 

 62) Miori papa-kia mo temai. 
boy little-3P LIM 3PP-come 
‘Only little boys came.’ 
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 63) Miori ne-riri oho mo hauaniani aba e-mue. 
Boy 3SPR-down still LIM monster already 3SP-
come 
‘Even as the boy was still coming down, the giant came 
back already.’ 

 64) Rori e-beau ki’a ia mo hau weia-na hanona e-parua
 ‘ari. 
car 3SP-run bad but LIM man there-3S TOP 3SP-sleep  
die 
‘Even though the car ran very fast, that man was fast 
asleep.’ 

3.9 Conjunctions 

The function of a conjunction is to connect words, phrases 
or clauses.  There are coordinating and subordinating 
conjuctions. 

3.9.1 Coordinating Conjunctions 

The coordinating conjunctions link linguistic units of 
equivalant syntactic status. 

3.9.1.1 Word and Phrase Level 

There are word or phrase level coordinating conjunction. 
 

PN/NP Conj PN/NP 
 

mai  ‘and’  Additive 

abomo ‘also’ Additive 

‘ao ‘or’ Alternative 
 

Example (65)-(68) show additive and alternative conjuctions in 
the phrase level. 
 

 65) Wapira mai akiua a-iha-nakia. 
axe and knife 1SP-see-3P 
‘I saw an axe and a knife.’ 

 66) Miori papa-kia mai hau anepaka-kia kipo-kia te-
miati. 
boy little-3P and man old-3P self-3P 3PP-sit 
‘Little boys and old men sat together.’ 

 67) Oi hanona biriua ‘ao maearima? 
you TOP ghost  or man 
‘Are you a ghost or a man?’ 

 68) aiporo mani'a-kia abomo maearima mani'a-na 
pig mark-3P also man mark-3S 
‘the trace of pigs and(also) a man’s’ 

3.9.1.2 Clause Level 

There are several clause level coordinating conjunctions. 
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Ba 'and/then' Additive 

ia 'but' Adversative 

a 'but' Adversative(strong) 
Example (69), (70) show additive and adversative conjuctions 

in the clause level. 
 

 69) Miori e-mikiri ba itu-ai e-karahi. 
boy 3SP-rise and house-ASS 3SP-out 
‘The boy got up, and came out from the house.’ 

 70) Taita hobo'o e-a-na ia au haihu a-a-na. 
Taita taro 3SP-eat-TR but I yam 1SP-eat-TR 
‘Taita ate taro, but I ate yam.’ 

 

In the case of ‘ao ‘or’ it occurs at both phrase and clause 
level, as shown in example (71).  

 
 71) Ia ke-mai 'ao aha'i? 

3S 2SF-come  or not 
‘Will he come or not?’ 

 

3.9.2 Subordinating Conjunctions 

The subordinating conjunctions link clauses within a 
sentence so that they have different syntactic status, one 
being dependant upon the other.  The following are the major 
subordinating conjunctions in Waima.  They are actually 
complex morphological constructions composed of a root, a 
person marker and the associative postposition. 

 

Rani-na-i 
time-3S-ASS 

'if, when' Conditional 

buo-na-i 
result-3S-ASS 

'so,(because of that)’ Causal 

pau-na-i 
head-3S-ASS 

'therefore' Result 

poki-na-i 
root-3S-ASS 

'because' Reason 

ao-na-i 
in-3S-ASS 

'while' Simultaneous 

Example (72) shows the subordinating conjunction in the 
sentence. 
 72) Beraura ni-’abe’abe pokina ia bei-ai e-tobu 

Sun 3SPR-weak because it water-ASS 3SP-sink 
‘The sun is weak because it sank in the water.’ 

3.10 Topicalizer 

The word hanona functions as a topicalizer in the sentence. 
The topicalizer hanona marks the noun, noun phrase or a clause 
about which something is said, and the further statement about 
this person/thing is the comment.  Its use is determined by 
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discourse considerations and the intent of the speaker.  (See 
section 8.3 ‘The event line’)  

 
Hanona Topicalizer 

 

Example (74) (75) show topicalized sentence, while (73) is 
non-topic. 
 73) Au ba-marere hau-’u. 

I CAUS-learn man-1S 
‘I am a teacher.’ 

 74) Au hanona ba-marere hau-’u. 
I TOP CAUS-learn man-1S 
‘I(topic) am a teacher.’ 

 75) Ito nahu-na uaho rua hanona itu-ai te-miaho 
Ito child-3sg girl two TOP house-ASS 3PP-stay 
‘Ito’s two daughters(topic) stayed in the house.’ 

There is a short form of topicalizer hana, which is often 
used. 
 76) Ia hanona miori. 

he TOP boy 
‘He(topic) is a boy.’ 

 77) Ia hana miori. 
he TOP boy 
‘He(topic) is a boy.’ 
 

3.11 Numerals 

3.11.1 Counting words 

Counting words do not have agreement markers on them when 
they modify the head of the noun phrase.  (See. 5.1.2. 
Agreement for noun phrases) 
 

baika 'few' (countable) 
harua 'some' (uncountable)  
 

 78) pihara baika 
stone few 
‘a few stones’ 

 79) bei harua 
water some 
‘some water 

They do not use countable word for uncountable nouns  

 
 ** bei  baika 
  water few 
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3.11.2 Cardinal Numbers 

Waima has a counting system based on five.  Table 8, 9 are 
the list of names of numbers. 

hamomo ‘one’ 

rua ‘two’ 

aihau ‘three’ 

bani ‘four’ 

ima ‘five’ 

Example 8  Waima basic numbers 

 

harau 'ten' 

bariabui 'fourty' 

imabui 'fifty' 

hinabu 'hundred' 

Example 9  Other Name of Numbers 

Larger numbers are formed by conjoining the basic and other 
numbers.  

 
 80) hinabu ima imabui harau aihau bani 

hundred five fifty ten three four 
‘five hundred eighty four’ 

Numbers do not have agreement markers when they modify the 
head of the noun phrase.  (See. 5.1.2 Agreement for noun 
phrase)  Example (81) shows number in phrase level. 

 
 81) akiua rua e-kawa-nakia. 

stone two 3SP-buy-TR.3P 
‘He bought two knives’ 
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4. MORPHOLOGY  

In this chapter I will discuss the main morphological 
processes operating on the word level in Waima. We will think 
about inflectional process and derivational process in each of 
the sections. 

4.1 Structure of Nouns 

The morphological processes of Waima nouns are of two 
types: inflectional and adjective derivation. There are also 
several types of derived nouns in Waima. In all other cases, 
nouns appear in their free form. 

4.1.1 Possessive Suffix for Inalienably Possessed Nouns 

Inalienably possessed nouns are bound forms. The nouns take 
the set of suffixes specifying the person and number of the 
possessor. 

N + P/N SUF = Inalienably Possessed N 

The suffix set is shown in Table 6  Norminal Person/Number 
Agreements. 

Table 6  Norminal Person/Number Agreements 

1S -'u first person singular 

2S -mu second person singular 

3S -na third person singular 

1PIN -ka first person plural inclusive 

1PEX -mai first person plural exclusive 

2P -mi second person plural 

3P -kia third person plural 

 

A paradigm of the possessive suffixes for inalienably 
possessed nouns hama- ‘father’, ima- ‘hand’, and ata- ‘name’ 
is given below. 

 ‘-father’ ‘-hand’ ‘-name’ 

1S hama-'u ima-'u ata-'u 

2S hama-mu ima-mu ata-mu 

3S hama-na ima-na ata-na 

1PIN hama-ka ima-ka ata-ka 

1PEX hama-mai ima-mai ata-mai 

2P hama-mi ima-mi ata-mi 

3P hama-kia ima-kia ata-kia 

Example 11 
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Examples (82)-(84) show inalienably possessed nouns. 
 82) Hama-'u aba e-mai. 

Father-1S already 3SP-come 
‘My father came already.’ 

 83) Ima-kia te-opu. 
hand-3P 3PP-dirty 
‘Their hands were dirty.’ 

 84) Bihiu ata-na Urori. 
star name-3P Urori 
‘The star's name is Urori.’ 

Nouns might be ‘optionally suffixed’ when the nouns are 
modified by other nouns which possessively relate. Examples 
(85) (86) show the possessively related nouns. 
 

 85) Aiara itu-na 
village house-3S 
‘a house that belongs to the village’ 

 86) Kivori babi’e-mi! 
Kivori woman-2P 
‘You(PL), women belong to Kivori!’ 

4.1.2 Derived Nouns 

Nouns are derived by adding a nominalizing prefix i- to a 
verb stem, by compounding two noun roots to form a new noun 
stem, and by reduplication. 

4.1.2.1 Nominalization  

The prefix i- is used to create a noun stem from a verb 
root.  The nominalizing prefix produces an material noun.  It 
denotes the instrument necessary to accomplish the action of 
the action verb. 

NOM + Vroot = N   NOM :  i- 

The following examples (87) (88) illustrate nominalized forms: 
 87) i-koko 

NOM-nail 
‘a nail/things for nailing’ 

 88) i-kaiabu 
NOM-close 
‘a cover/things for covering’ 

A nominalization can occur as subject or object of a sentence 
or as object of a postposition.  Examples (89) (90) show 
nominals. 
 

 89) I-koko te-koko-na. 
NOM-nail 3PP-enter-TR 
‘They nailed the nail.’ 

 90) I-piti-ai itabara e-piti-na 
NOM-gun-ASS walaby 3SP-shoot-TR 
‘He shot a wallaby with a gun.’ 
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The infinitive verb has a same prefix form i-, but it has a 
transitive agreement to the end of the verb.  (See section 
4.3.2.4 Infinitive prefix i-.) 
 91) i-kaiabu i-kaiabu-na a’i e-‘iobi-na 

NOM-close 3SP-close-TR not 3SP-know-TR 
‘He didn’t know how to close the lid.’ 

4.1.2.2 Reduplication 

When a noun is reduplicated, the meaning of the new noun 
often becomes a diminutive of the former noun but it does not 
change syntactic category. 

RED + N1 = N  

The following example 12 shows noun reduplication. 

SIMPLE FORM  REDUPLICATION  

ate ‘river’ ate-ate ‘stream’ 

rabi ‘night’ rabi-rabi ‘afternoon’ 

to’u ‘meeting’ to’u-to’u ‘small group’ 

Example 12 

Examples (92) (93) show noun and reduplicated noun. 
 92) Ate ara-na-ai e-miati. 

river head-3S-ASS 3SP-sit 
‘He sat on the bank of the river.’ 

 93) Miori papa-kia ate-ate-ai ti-papura. 
Boy small-3P RED-river-ASS 3PPR-play 
‘The small boys are playing in the stream’ 

4.1.2.3 Compounding  

Compound noun stems consist of a noun root and either 
another noun root, an adjective root, or a verb root.  The 
compound noun that results encodes a new meaning.  Examples of 
each type of compounding are given below. 

4.1.2.3.1 By Nouns 
N1 + N2 = N 

 94) hano aku  
land sea 
‘desert’ 

 95) iruba matiu 
fire wood 
‘fire wood’ 

4.1.2.3.2 By Verbs  
N1 + V = N 

 96) hau-aniani 
man-eat 
‘a monster’ 

V + N1 = N 
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 97) parai-miti 
flying-machine 
‘an airplane’ (Loan) 

4.1.2.3.3 By Adjectives 
N1 + ADJ = N 

 98) hano-paka 
land-big 
‘a country’ 

 99) obia-paka 
chief-big 
‘The Lord’ 

4.2 Structure of Pronouns 

Pronouns show inflection by suffixes, and a pronoun may be 
derived from a number. 

4.2.1 Inflectional Suffixes for Pronouns  

A bound pronoun root may be inflected by person/number 
suffixes; resulting in genitive, possessive, reciprocal, 
collective, and exclusive pronouns. 

4.2.1.1 Genitive  

Genitive pronouns consist of the genitive pronoun root e- 
and the person/number suffix. (Table 6) The genitive pronouns 
are used to show alienable possession. (See section 3.1.1.2 
Alienably Possessed Nouns and 5.1.1.1 Possessor) 

e- + P/N SUF = Genitive  

Example 13 shows a paradigm of genitive within the alienable 
possession phrase e’u itu ‘my house’ ; 

1S e-'u   itu 'my house' 

2S e-mu   itu ‘your house’ 

3S e-na   itu ‘his(her, its) house’ 

1PIN e-ka   itu ‘our(IN) house’ 

1PEX e-mai  itu ‘our(EX) house’ 

2P e-mi   itu ‘your house’ 

3P e-kia  itu ‘their house’ 

Example 13 

The genitive functions as a possessor in an alienably 
possessed noun phrase. 
 100) hau ko’o-na weia-na e-na itu. 

Man short-3S there-3S GEN-3S house 
‘that short man’s house’ 

4.2.1.2 Possessive Pronoun  

Possessive pronouns consist of the possessive pronoun root 
'eu- and the person/number suffix. (Table 6) 

'eu + P/N SUF = Possessive pronoun 

Example 14 shows the paradigm of possessive pronouns; 
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1S 'eu-'u ‘mine’ 

2S 'eu-mu ‘yours’ 

3S 'eu-na ‘his, hers, its’ 

1PIN 'eu-ka ‘ours (IN)’ 

1PEX 'eu-mai ‘ours (EX)’ 

2P 'eu-mi ‘yours(pl)’ 

3P 'eu-kia ‘theirs’ 

Example 14 

The possessive pronoun works as an independant word in a 
clause, as example (101) shows. 
 101) Itu weiana hanona 'eu-ka 

house that TOP  POSS-1P(IN) 
‘That house is ours(IN).’ 

4.2.1.3 Reciprocal Pronoun  

Reciprocal pronouns consist of the reciprocal pronoun root 
kipo- ‘self’ and the person/number suffix. 

kipo + P/N SUF = Reciprocal pronoun 

Example 15 shows a paradigm of reciprocal pronoun; 

1S kipo-'u ‘my self’ 

2S kipo-mu ‘your self’ 

3S kipo-na ‘him self’ 

1PIN kipo-ka ‘our(IN) selves’ 

1PEX kipo-mai ‘our(EX) selves’ 

2P kipo-mi ‘your selves’ 

3P kipo-kia ‘them selves’ 

Example 15 

The reciprocal pronoun functions as a direct object of the 
verb, as example (102) shows. 
 102) Hau kipo-na e-ahu 'ari-na. 

man self-3S 3PP-hit  die-TR 
‘The man committed suicide.’ 

4.2.1.4 Collective Pronoun 
The collective pronoun consists of the collective pronoun 
root ikoi- ‘all of’ and a plural form of the 
person/number suffix. To convey the idea of mass, the 
third person singular suffix is used. 
ikoi- + P/N SUF = Collective pronoun 

Example 16 shows the paradigm of  collective pronoun; 
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1PIN ikoi-ka ‘all of us(IN)’ 

1PEX ikoi-mai ‘all of us(EX)’ 

2P ikoi-mi ‘all of you’ 

3P ikoi-kia ‘all of them’ 

3S ikoi-na ‘all of it (Mass)’ 

Example 16 

The collective pronoun functions as a modifier in noun phrase, 
as example (103) shown. 
 103) Babi'e ikoi-mi-ai haia-mi-ai ka-’abi. 

woman all-2P-ASS ear-2P-ASS 1SF-say-2P 
‘I will say to all of you, women.’ 

4.2.1.5 Exclusive Pronoun 

The exclusive pronoun consists of the exclusive pronoun 
root ikupaia- ‘alone’ and the person/number suffix.  The 
exclusive pronoun takes a singular form of person/number 
suffix. 

ikupaia + P/N SUF = Exclusive Pronoun 

Example 17 shows the paradigm of the exclusive pronoun; 

1S ikupaia-'u 'I, alone' 

2S ikupaia-mu 'you, alone' 

3S ikupaia-na 'he, alone' 

Example 17 

The exclusive pronoun functions as an adverb in verb phrase, 
as example (104) shown. 
 104) Au ikupaia-'u a-mai. 

I alone-1S 1SP-come 
‘I came alone.’ 

4.2.2 Derived Pronoun  

Numeral pronouns are derived from a number root following a 
person/number prefix.  (See 4.3.1.1.1 Tense prefixes) 

P/T PREF + NUM = Numeral Pronoun 

Example 18 shows a paradigm for the numeral pronoun based on 
the number root aihau 'three'; 

1PIN ha-aihau 'three of us(IN)' 

1PEX ta-aihau 'three of us(EX)' 

2P to-aihau 'three of you' 

3P te-aihau 'three of them' 

Example 18 

 

The numeral pronouns function as subjects or objects in a 
clause, as example (105) shown. 
 105) ha-aihau kaha-ka’a 

1PP(IN)-three 1PF-walk 
‘Let us (three of us.IN) go!’ 
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When the initial segment of the number root is not a vowel, 
the root is reduplicated as follows. 

P/T PREF + RED + NUM = Numeral Pronoun  

Example 19 shows a paradigm of numeral pronouns with 
consonantal roots as illustrated by rua ‘two’ and bani ‘four’. 

Example 19 

1PIN ha-ra-rua 'two of us(IN)' ha-ba-bani 'four of us(IN)' 

1PEX ta-ra-rua 'two of us(EX)' ta-ba-bani 'four of us(EX)' 

2P to-ra-rua 'two of you' to-ba-bani 'four of you' 

3P te-ra-rua 'two of them' te-ba-bani 'four of them' 

In the case of two persons like 'two of us', 'two of you' or 
'two of them', they may optionally use short numeral pronoun 
form of which root part is omitted, as example (106) (107) 
shown. 
 106) Ha-ra-rua kaha-papura. 

1PP-RED-two 1PF-play 
‘Let us(two.IN) play!’ 

 107) Ha-ra- kaha-papura. 
1PP-RED- 1PF-play 
‘Let us(two.IN) play!’ 

4.3 Structure of Verbs  

Waima verbs show inflectional and derivational morphology. 
There are various way of inflecting verbs by affixes. 
Derivations are carried by affixation, reduplication and 
compounding of the verb.  

The following chart shows the Waima verb structure by 
verbal affixes and clitics as a whole. 
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VERBAL AFFIXES AND CLITICS  

 INFLECTIONAL PREFIXES DERIVATIONAL  INFLECTIONAL 

 IRREALIS REALIS IRR  PREFIXES  SUFFIXES/ 

 MOOD TENSE  MOO    CLITICS 

 SUBJ FUT PR P Num IMPR PER CAUS REC INCH STEM VAL TR OBJ.AGR 

1S p k ¯   m a ba bai ba V ai na ‘u 

2S p k ¯   m o,u      ni ‘o 

3S p k ¯   m e,i      na  

1pI pa ka ¯a  h m a      na ka 

1pE pa ka tJ  t m a      na mai 

2p pa ka tJ  t m o,u      ni mi 

3p pa ka tJ  t m e,i      na kia 

 

4.3.1 Inflectional Affixes for Verbs  

Prefixes showing person and number, (the shaded columns in 
the above chart), are obligatory on every main verb. Apart 
from these obligatory prefixes only one other inflectional 
prefix, showing either mood or tense, may occur. They occur in 
a fixed order of occurrence as indicated by the chart. If the 
verb has a transitive marker it must also take either an OBJ 
or I.O. agreement suffix depending on whether it is transitive 
or ditransitive respectively. In Waima there is no special 
morphological form for the passive verb, this idea is carried 
by context. 

4.3.1.1 Person/ Number prefixes 

The person/number prefix which is an obligatory part of the 
verb shows the person and number of the subject that the verb 
indicates. The first person is a-, the second is o- while the 
alternative form is u- as the phonological variance, and the 
third person is e- while the alternative form is i-. The 
singular is unmarked and the plural is shown by t(a)-, apart 
from the first person inclusive h(a)-. The Chart 2 shows a 
paradigm of person/number prefixs for the verbs. 
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PERSON   1st  a- 

         2nd o-, or u- 

         3rd e-, or i- 

  

PLURAL t- 

(exeption) 1st P/IN h- 

 Chart 2 

Following example shows the person/number prefix for the verb. 
 

 108) Wai to-parua aonai au a-marere. 
you 2pp-sleep while I 1sp-study 
‘I studied while you(PL) have slept.’ 

4.3.1.2 Tense prefixes 

The tense prefixs consists of the past tense, the present 
tense and the future tense prefixes. The past tense prefix is 
realized by a zero morpheme, the present tense prefix is ¯- and 
future prefix is k-. Chart 3 shows a chart of the past, 
present tense and future prefixes. 

PAST O 
PRESENT ¯- 
FUTURE k(a)- 

Chart 3 

 109) Warani au a-inawa. 
yesterday I 1SP-sick 
‘I was sick yesterday.’ 

The present tense ¯- causes the plural prefix t- to be 
palatalised tJ- as a result of a phonological process. 
 110) Bariu wai tJu-marere. 

now you(PL) 2PPR-study 
‘You are studying now.’ 

The future tense prefix k- is a kind of correlative prefix.  
It shares the idea of both future event as a tense prefix and 
non-actual potential mood as a mood prefix. In the case of 
plural the vowel a is added between tense prefix k and plural 
prefix h or t. 
 111) Miori weia-kia kate-beau. 

boy there-P 3PF-run 
‘Those boys will run.’ 

 112) Te-noi-na kate-babai-na. 
3PP-ask-TR 3PF-do-TR 
‘They asked him to do it./..ought to do./..would to 
do.’ 

4.3.1.3 Mood prefixes  

The mood prefix expresses a subjunctive or imperative mood, 
something which may be expected or desired. The prefix p- 
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indicates the subjunctive mood, and the prefix m- marks the 
imperative mood, while the indicative is unmarked.  

Following Chart 4 SUBJUNCTIVE PREFIXES and Chart 5 IMPERATIVE 
PREFIXES are paradigms of mood prefixes for -inu  'drink' ; 
 

1S pa-inu 'I may drink' 

2S po-inu 'you may drink' 

3S pe-inu 'he/she may drink' 

1PIN paha-inu 'we(IN) may drink' 

1PEX pata-inu 'we(EX) may drink' 

2P pato-inu/poto-inu 'you may drink' 

3P pate-inu/pete-inu 'they may drink' 

Chart 4 SUBJUNCTIVE PREFIXES 

1S ma-inu 'let me drink' 

2S mo-inu 'you(S) drink' 

3S me-inu 'let him/her drink' 

1PIN hama-inu 'let us(IN) drink' 

1PEX tama-inu 'let us(EX) drink' 

2P tomo-inu 'you(P) drink' 

3P teme-inu 'let them drink' 

Chart 5 IMPERATIVE PREFIXES 

Vowel a is added between mood prefix p and plural prefix h or 
t in the case of subjunctive plural. But In the case of 
imperative plural the imperative prefix followed to the tense 
prefix and the following vowel is added the same vowel as 
tense prefix, as shown the above charts. 
 113) Pe-babai-na hanona pe-namo. 

3SSUB-do-TR TOP 3SSUB-good 
‘It would be good to do.’ 

 114) Bei 'aki mo-rai-na ma-inu. 
water  wild 2SI-fetch-TR 1SI-drink 
‘Fetch some water, and let me drink it.’ 

In the case of the verb mai ‘come’, the second person past 
tense prefix is used for a command form, not the imperative 
mood prefix. 
 115) o-mai 

2SP-come 
‘Come!’ 

 116) ** mo-mai 
 

The future tense can be used for a more indirect and less 
forceful command than the same person/number of imperative 
form. Example (117) shows less forceful command than example 
(118).  
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 117) Kaha-eao. 
1pf.IN-go  
‘Let’s go. / We(IN) would go.’ 

 
 118) Hama-eao 

1pi-go 
‘Let’s go!’ 

 

4.3.1.4 Transitivity of the verbs 

Transitive marker -na is obligatory on all transitive and 
ditransitive verbs.  The following examples (119) (120) show 
the transitivity of the verbs. 
 119) Miori papa-na te-iha-na. 

boy little-3S 3PP-see-TR 
‘They saw a little boy.’ 

 120) Miori papa-na ne-iha. 
boy little-3S 3SPR-see. 
‘The little boy stares.’ 

4.3.1.4.1 Transitive marker -na 

The transitive marker -na agrees with the transitivity of 
the verb.  

PREF + Vstem + TR = Transitive Verb  TR : -na 

This transitive marker is attached following the verb stem, or 
it is attached to the end of the verb phrase, as examples 
(121) (122) (123) shown.  
 121) Au miori weia-na a-'iobi-na. 

I boy there-3S 1SP-know-TR 
‘I knew that boy.’ 

 122) Au miori weia-na a-'iobi harai-na 
I boy there-3S 1SP-know well-TR 
‘I knew that boy well’ 

 123) Habuni namo-na a-kawa-na. 
clothing good-3S 1SP-buy-TR 
‘I bought a good piece of clothing.’ 

It shows the plurality of the direct object in following 
example by adding plural marker -kia to the transitive marker. 
 124) Au iabui a-kawa-na-kia. 

I betelnut 1SP-buy-TR-3P 
‘I bought betelnuts.’ 

It also shows the person of the direct object, as example 
(125) shown. 
 125) Oi o-iha-na-mai 

you 2SP-see-TR-1P(EX) 
‘You saw us.’ 

4.3.1.4.2 Verbal person/number agreements  

Ditransitive verbs are marked for agreement with the person 
and number of the indirect object. This is the final 
affixation of the verb or verb phrase, being suffixed after 
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the -na transitive marker. The agreement markers are the same 
as for the direct object agreement on transitive verbs, but 
with ditransitive verbs encodes the indirect object instead. 

 
P/N PREF + Vstem + TR + Verbal P/N AGR = TR Verb  

 

Person/Number Agreement 

1S -‘u 

2S -‘o 

3S -O 
1P(IN) -ka 

1P(EX) -mai 

2P -mi 

3P -kia 

Chart 7 Verbal Person/Number Agreement 

Chart 8 shows the paradigm for the verb be ‘give’ with verbal 
person/number agreement for object. 

1S e-be-na-'u    'he gave it to me' 

2S e-be-ni'o     'he gave it to you' 

3S e-be-na- 'he gave it to him/her' 

1PIN e-be-na-ka    'he gave it to us(IN)' 

1PEX e-be-na-mai   'he gave it to us(EX)' 

2P e-be-nimi     'he gave it to you(PL)' 

3P e-be-na-kia   'he gave it to them' 

Chart 8 

 126) Ia iabui e-be-na-'u 
he betelnut 3SP-give-TR-1S 
‘He gave me a betelnut.’ 

The third person singular of the indirect object marker is 
zero morpheme. The marker -na becomes -ni before the second 
person singular and the second person plural agreement 
suffixe, as example (127) shown. 
 
 127) Ia beruberu te-be-ni’o. 

they gift 3PP-give-TR/2S  
‘They gave the gifts to you.’ 

With such ditransitive verbs only indirect object agreement is 
shown on the verb. The direct object may occur as a full noun 
phrase before the verb or may be omitted completely. 

4.3.1.5 Aspectual Proclitic aba 

An aspectual proclitic aba precedes a verb, showing a 
perfect aspect. Example (128) shows the perfect aspectual 
proclitic.  
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 128) aba te-mai. 
PERF 3PP-come 
‘They have come already.’ 

In the case of a vowel initial verb, the perfect aspectual aba 
is bound phonologically to the verb, and the last letter of 
aba will be omitted, as example (129) shown. 
 129) Ab-e-mai 

PERF-3SP-come 
‘(he) has come already.’ 

 

4.3.2 Verb Derivation  

Verbs are derived in two ways. One way is by affixation; 
Those derivations are causative, reciprocal, inchoative or 
inceptive verbs, as well as infinitive verbs which take a 
slightly different structure. The affixation will derive the 
function of the verb. The other way is that verbs are derived 
from modal words when the person/number prefix is affixed to 
these modal words. Verb stems are also derived by 
reduplication and compounding of the verb. 

4.3.2.1 Causative Prefix  ba-  

The prefix ba- marks causative voice on a verb.  
P/N PREF + CAUS + Vstem = Causative Verb  CAUS: ba- 

The following examples (130) (131) show the causative verbs. 
 

 130) Miori e-ba-'iobi-na 
boy 3SP-CAUS-know-TR 
‘He taught the boy.’ (Lit. He cause the boy to know.) 

 131) E-na waeha e-ba-ka'a-na-kia e-ka’a. 
GEN-3S dog 3SP-CAUS-walk-TR-3P 3SP-walk 
‘He caused his dogs to walk and he went.’ 

4.3.2.2 Reciprocal Prefix  bai-  

The prefix bai- is a reciprocal prefix to a verb which is 
mutually interactive. 

P/N PREF + RECIP + Vstem = V  RECIP : bai- 

The following examples (132) (133) (134) show the reciprocal 
verbs. 

 
 132) Kaha-bai-tabu ahi mue. 

1PF.IN-RECIP-seek out back 
‘We will meet (each other) again.’ 

 133) Kaha-bai-iha beni mue 
1PF.IN-RECIP-see give back 
‘We will see (each other) again.’ 

 134) Ia kipo-kia e-bai-ahu-ai-na-kia. 
they self-PL 3SP-RECIP-hit-VAL-TR-PL  
‘They hit each other.’ 
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4.3.2.3 Inceptive Prefix ba-  

A verb derived from a noun is formed by an inceptive prefix 
ba- following the person/number prefix.  These verbs imply a 
change of state. 

P/N PREF + INCEP + N = V  INCEP : ba- 

The following example (135) shows the inceptive verb. 

 
 135) E-ba-pihara. 

3SP-INCH-stone 
‘She became a stone.’ 

4.3.2.4 Infinitive Prefix i-  

The prefix i- manifests the infinitive function of a verb.  
The infinitive verb must take the transitive marker in the 
case of a transitive verb stem.  (Note : 4.1.2.1 
Nominalization) 

INF + Vstem + (TR) = Infinitive   INF: i- 

The example (136) shows the infinitive. 
 136) itabara i-tabu-na e-ao. 

Wallaby INF-search-TR 3SP-go 
‘He went to find wallaby.’ 

 

4.3.2.5 Valency-Changing Marker  ai 

There is a valency-changing marker -ai which follows the 
verb in Waima.  I mentioned it in the overview section (1.1 
Overview). It is the one of the significant marks of an 
Austronesian language. It is a clitic which allows a verb of 
motion to take a direct object agreement which has been 
promoted from a locative oblique. “The original function of 
POC *-aki[ni] was to shift a refective or confective 
participant to (direct) object; this proposal receives a large 
measure of support from Western Oceanic reflexes of *-aki: 
they are mostly confective, refective, or instrumental in 
function.” (M. D. Ross, p376)  

Example (137) (138) show the valency-changing marker. 

 
 137) e-mai-ai-na 

3SP-come-VAL-TR 
‘(he) brought it.’ 

 138) o-ka-muri-ai-na-'u 
2SP-walk-after-VAL-TR-1S 
‘(you) followed me’ 

 

4.3.2.6 Derivation by Verbal Prefixes  

There is a way to derive a verb by adding the person/number 
prefix to some nouns, adjectives, adverbs, deictics, or 
negative. 

4.3.2.6.1 Derived from Nouns  
P/N PREF + N = V 
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 139) Ia babi’e e-atawa-na. 
he woman 3SP-spouse-TR 
‘He married to woman.’ 

 140) Aba e-rani. 
PERF 3SP-day 
‘It is day already.’ 

 141) Ke-tatu-nimi. 
3SF-feast-2P 
‘He will cook (kill) you(PL).’ 

4.3.2.6.2 Derived from Adjectives  
P/N PREF + ADJ = V 

 142) Roio e-namo. 
wave 3SP-good 
‘The wave was good (calm).’ 

 143) Ni-pore. 
3SPRES-white 
‘It is white.’ 

 144) Pihara weiana hana e-puma. 
stone there-3S TOP 3SP-heavy 
‘That stone is/was heavy.’ 

4.3.2.6.3 Derived from Adverbs  
P/N PREF + ADV = V 

 145) Te-mahari mahari ki'a vaha. 
3PP-slow slow very really 
‘They were very slow.’ 

 146) E-na ‘abi e-ba-mue-na. 
GEN-3S  word 3SP-Caus-again-TR 
‘He answered it.’ 

4.3.2.6.4 Derived from Deictics  
P/N PREF + DIEC = V 

 147) E-¯a to-mai. 
3SP-here 3PP-come 
‘Come to here.’ 

 148) Ka-ua ahi. 
1SF-there out 
‘I will be there.’ 

4.3.2.6.5 Derived from Exclusive Pronoun 
P/N PREF + ikupai 

 149) Ia e-ikupai. 
he 3SP-alone 
‘Only himself.’ 

4.3.2.6.6 Derived from Negative  
P/N PREF + NEG = V 

 150) E-aha'i ki'a baha. 
3SP-no very really 
‘It was really nothing.’ 
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 151) E-miaho wapu aihau e-aha'i hana Unabio i-tabu-na e-ao. 
3SP-stay day three 3SP-no TOP Unabio INF-search-TR 3SP-go 
‘In less than three days, he went to find the Unabio.’ 

4.3.2.7 Reduplication 

The verb which is reduplicated indicates the action is 
distributed through time; showing durative, continuing or 
habitual aspect.  In this case, a transitive verb is changed 
to an intransitive verb by reduplicating. 

P/N PREF + RED + Vroot = Vcont/intr 

The following examples (152)-(155) are comparing verbs by 
reduplication. 
 152) e-'abi 

3SP-say 
‘he said’ 

 153) e-'abi-'abi 
3SP-RED-say 
‘he is talking(continuous)’ 

 154) e-bakai-na 
3SP-ask 
‘he asked’ 

 155) e-bakai-bakai 
3SP-RED-ask 
‘he was asking(iterative)’ 

4.3.2.8 Compound Verb  

The compound verb stems consist of an adverb or a verb with 
a verb. These are phonologially linked as one word, and in 
writing the people leave no space between the verb root and 
the other root. These forms contrast with the verb phrase 
consisting of verb plus following adverb (See. 5.2.1 Adverbial 
modifiers) 

4.3.2.8.1 With Verb 
P/N PREF + Vroot + Vroot = V 

 156) e-hina-be-na 
3SP-say-give-TR 
‘he told him.’ 

 157) e-huari-be-na 
3SP-fight-give-TR 
‘he attacked it’ 

 158) e-kai-abu-na 
3SP-pierce-close-TR 
‘he closed it’ 

4.3.2.8.2 With Adverb  
PREF + V + ADV + (TR) = V 

 159) e-kara-'au 
3SP-crawl-up 
‘he climbed’ 

 160) e-ka-pare 
3SP-walk-away 
‘he got away.’ 
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4.4 Structure of Adjectives  

The morphological processes applying to an adjective are of 
two types: inflectional agreement and adjective derivation. 

4.4.1 Agreement for Adjective  

There is an obligatory agreement morpheme which is attached 
to the adjective stem.  The agreement is indicated by the 
person/number suffix (See. Table 6). 

In reality, this “agreement” is identical to the 
inalienable possession marking on inalienably possessed nouns.  
Thus it is possible to consider that adjectives may really be 
inalienably possessed nouns, denoting an inherent quality, 
which is inalienably possessed by another noun in the noun 
phrase or clause in which they function. 

This marking pattern also applies to deictics and 
quantifiers in the noun phrase, and to adverbs in an adjective 
phrase, and to directionals.  (See sections 3.5 Deictics) 

Example 24 shows a paradigm of person/number suffix for miori 
papa ‘small boy’ ; 

miori papa-'u 'boy small-1S' 'I, the small boy' 

miori papa-mu 'boy small-2S' 'you, the small boy' 

miori papa-na 'boy small-3S' 'he, the small boy'  

miori papa-ka 'boy small-1P(IN)' 'we(IN), the small boys' 

miori papa-mai 'boy small-1P(EX)' 'we(EX), the small boys' 

miori papa-mi 'boy small-2P' 'you(P), the small boys' 

miori papa-kia 'boy small-3P' 'they, the small boys' 

Example 24 

Examples (161) (162) show the agreement for adjective. 
 161) Au hana miori papa-’u. 

I TOP boy small-1S 
‘I am a small boy.’ 

 162) Aiara itu-na weia-na e-apa’ua ki’a baha. 
Village house-3S there-3S 3SP-big very really 
‘That village house is very big.’ 

4.4.2 Derived Adjective 

There are adjectives derivation by reduplication. The 
reduplicated adjective indicates a diminutive form. 

RED + ADJ STEM = ADJ STEM 

Examples (163) (164) show the adjective reduplication. 
 163) pore-na 

white-3S 
‘white’ 

 164) pore-pore-na 
white-RED-3S 
‘dull white’ 
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4.5 Structure of Adverbs  

The morphological processes applying to an adverb are by 
suffixes and by clitics. 

4.5.1 Agreement for Adverb 

The agreement morpheme may be infixed to the adverb avo-mo 
‘also’.  

abo + P/N SUF + mo 

Example 25 shows a paradigm for adverb abo-mo ‘also’ with 
person/number suffix (Table 6) for abomo 'also'; 

1S abo-'u-mo 'also to me' 

2S abo-mu-mo 'also to you' 

3S abo-na-mo 'also to him/her' 

1PIN abo-ka-mo 'also to us(IN)' 

1PEX abo-mai-mo 'also to us(EX)' 

2P abo-mi-mo 'also to you(PL)' 

3P abo-kia-mo 'also to them' 

Example 25 

Example (165) shows the agreement for adverb. 
 165) Wai abo-mi-mo e-nuatae-ai-nimi. 

You(P) abo-2P-mo 3SP-want-VAL-2P 
‘he wanted you(PL) too.’ 

 

4.5.2 Adverbial Clitic mai- 

The adverbial clitic mai- marks an adverbial functions to a 
verb which emphasizes simultaneous action with the main verb. 
And it takes an person/number suffix which indicates the agent 
of action.  This is in contrast to the use of this suffix on 
main verbs, where it indicates object (patient or recipient) 
of the action. (See section 6.2.3.4 Manner) Examples (166) 
(167) show the function of the adverbial clitic. 
 166) mai-hua-hua-na ni-ka'a 

PCL-chew-DUP-3S 3SPR-walk 
‘He was chewing while walking.’ 

 167) mai-hai-hai-kia rabi te-ao aiara-i te-karahi. 
PCL-cry-cry-3P night 3PP-go village-ASS 3PP-out 
‘While they were crying, they went out from the 
village at night.’ 

 

4.6 Structure of Numerals 

The morphology of numerals consists of the doubling prefix 
aba- for counting and the formation of ordinal number 
construction. 

4.6.1 Doubling Prefix aba-  

The doubling prefix aba- is attached to the number roots: 
aihau ‘three’, bani ‘four’.  The prefix indicates the double 
of counting. 
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DB + NUM Stem = NUM  DB(Doubling) : aba- 

Examples (168) (169) show the doubling prefix for number. 
 168) aba-bani 

DB-four 
‘eight’ 

 169) aba-aihau 
DB-three 
‘six’ 

 

4.6.2 Ordinal Numbers  

The ordinal numbers consist of a nominalising prefix, an 
inceptive prefix added to a number and person/number suffix as 
an agreement to the end of it. 

NOM + INCEP + NUM + P/N SUF = ORD-NUM NOM : i- INCEP : ba- 

Examples (170)-(174) show the ordinal numbers. 
 170) i-ba-hamo-na 

NOM-INCEP-one-3S 
‘the first’ 

 171) i-ba-rua-na 
NOM-INCEP-two-3S 
‘the second’ 

 172) i-ba-aihau-na 
NOM-INCEP-three-3S 
‘the third’ 

 173) I-ba-rua-na a-mai neia. 
NOM-INCEP-two-3S 1SP-come here 
‘I came here the second time. 

 174) i-ba-aihau-ka Ikupu kipokia kahaeao Moku 
NOM-INCEP-three-1P Ikupu self-P 2PF-go Moku 
‘We will go to Moku with the third person of us 
Ikupu.’ 
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5. PHRASE STRUCTURE  

Phrases are characterized as having a head word and various 
modifiers.  In this chapter we will discuss these phrase 
structures: noun phrase, verb phrase, incorporating verb 
phrase, post positional phrase, and numeral phrase. 

5.1 Noun phrase  

The noun phrase consists of a noun head and its modifiers. 
The nucleus of the noun phrase is the noun head. It is the 
only obligatory element of the noun phrase. Noun phrases 
function as core arguments in the Waima clause. 

 

5.1.1 Modifiers 

The order of modifiers in the noun phrase can be diagrammed 
as follows.  Parentheses indicate that the component is 
optional in the noun phrase.  Elements of the noun phrase have 
a fairly rigid order of occurrence. Possessor and modifying 
noun occur preceding the head noun, and adjective phrase, 
demonstrative, relator and quantity as post-posed. 
 

(POSS-NP) (N) (CL) N (ADJ P)(DEM) (REL) (QUANT) 
 

5.1.1.1 Possessors 

Possessors precede the head noun in noun phrase. The 
possessor consist of noun phrase and a genitive.  
 

Possessor HEAD 

    (N Ph) + Genitive Noun 

Examples (175)-(177) show the possessor noun phrase for 
modifying the head noun. 
 175) Ikupu e-na ahi 

Ikupu GEN-3S canoe 
‘Ikupu’s canoe’ 
 

 176) babi’e e-kia to’u 
woman GEN-3P meeting 
‘the women’s meeting’ 
 

 177) hau ko’o-na weia-na e-na itu 
man short-3S that-3S GEN-3S house 
‘the short man’s house’ 
 

The noun phrase in the possessor part can be omitted, as 
example (178) shown. 
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 178) e-mu uma 
GEN-2S garden 
‘your garden’ 

 

In the case of inalienably possessed nouns the structure of 
the noun phrase is the same as alienable nouns except the 
position of the possessive pronoun.  The possessive pronoun is 
suffixed to the head noun. (See 4.1.1 Possessive suffix for 
inalienably possessed nouns) Examples (179)-(181) show noun 
phrase for inalienably possessed noun. 
 
 179) miori hina-na 

boy mother-3S  
‘boy’s mother’ 

 
 180) waeha ako-na 

dog neck-3S 
‘the neck of the dog’ 

 
 181) ima-’u kiriu-kia 

hand-1S finger-3P  
‘the fingers of my hand’ 

 

5.1.1.2 Nouns 

A noun may be used to modify a head noun very much like an 
adjective. But modifying nouns precede the head noun. The 
phrase has a person/number agreement marker suffixed to the 
head noun, as shown in the following chart.  (See 4.1.2.3 
Compounding)  
 

Modifier  HEAD AGR 
N or NP/CL Noun  {-na} 

Examples (182)-(184) show noun phrase modifying by noun. 
 182) aiara itu-na 

village house-3S 
‘a house of village’ 
 

 183) Au hana poki hau-’u. 
I TOP boss man-1S 
‘I am the boss.’ 

 
 184) E’u poki hau-na e-’abi. 

My boss man-3S 3SP-say 
‘My boss (man) said.’ 

 

A clause can use the same structure format as the noun 
modifier in the noun phrase, as examples (185) (186) shown.  
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 185) uaho e-hina-na aka-na kate-babai-na 
girl 3SP-tell-3S work-3S 3pf-do-TR  
‘They will do the work which the girl told him’ 

 
 186) itu te-huhu-na abururu-na e-iha-na. 

house 3PP-burn-TR ash-3S  3SP-see-TR 
‘He saw the ash of the house that they burnt.’  

 

5.1.1.3 Adjectives 

The adjectives follow the head noun. They indicate size, 
color, dimension, age, value etc. The person/number agreement 
is attached to every adjective within the noun phrase. 
Examples (187)-(189) show the noun phrase modified by an 
adjective. 
 187) waeha papa-na 

dog little-3S 
‘a little dog’ 
 

 188) taeara bero-na 
way straight-3S  
‘a straight way’  
 

 189) aiporo rari-na pore-na 
pig big-3S white-3S 
‘a white big pig’ 

 

5.1.1.4 Degree Words 

The adjective phrase may included degree words. Degree 
words are a closed class of words that are used to modify or 
emphsize the meaning of the adjective with which they are 
associated. They fill the intensification slot within the 
adjective phrase. The person/number agreement is attached to 
the degree word within the noun phrase, as example (190) 
shown. 
 190) aiporo rari-na 'aki-na pore-na 

pig big-3S  very-3S white-3S 
‘The very big white pig’ 

5.1.1.5 Demonstratives 

Demonstratives modify the head noun by following it. The 
person/number agreement attached to the demonstrative within 
the noun phrase. Examples (191) (192) show the demonstratives 
in noun phrase. 
 191) itu weia-na 

house that  
‘that house’  

 192) maearima naia-mai hanona tsa-po’o. 
man this-P TOP 1PPR-stupid 
‘We, the people, are stupid.’ 
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5.1.1.6 Relative Clause 

The relative clause modify the head noun. The person/number 
agreement attached to the relator. 
 193) hibito’i e-beau hau-na ni-parua 

youngman 3SP-run REL-3S 3SPR-sleep 
‘The youngman who ran is sleeping.’ 

5.1.1.7 Quantifiers 

Quantifiers include numerals and quantifying words like 
some, any, etc., and numbers. The quantifier does not have an 
agreement marker on it. 
Examples (194) (195) show the quantifiers in noun phrase. 
 
 194) hau baika 

man some 
‘some of the men’ 

 195) aiporo papa-kia rua 
pig little-3P two 
‘two little pigs’ 

 

5.1.2 Agreement for Noun phrase  

The Waima noun phrase includes person/number agreement; 
modifiers and demonstratives agree with the head noun in 
person/number of the head noun. This is the same set as 
person/number suffix in table 6. It presents an attributive 
function to the word. The modifiers ‘agree with’ various 
categories that are inherent in the noun phrase.   

‘These may be morphological expressions of the feature-
climbing principle: whatever features belong to the head noun, 
also belong to the entire noun phrase.’ (Syntax, T. Givon 
p466) 

The examples (196) (197) show the person/number agreement. 
 196) miori papa-mi 

boy small-2P 
‘(you/2P) small boys’ 

 197) aiporo rari-kia 'aki-kia pore-kia 
pig big-3S  very-3S white-3S 
‘The very big white pigs’ 

 

In the case of counting words and numbers, there is no 
agreement marking, as mentioned in section 5.1.1.5. 
 

5.1.3 Coordinate Noun phrases  

Coordinate noun phrase consist of two or more noun phrases 
joined together by one or more coordinate conjunctions mai 
‘and’ or abomo ‘also’, as examples (198) (200) shown. 
 198) hau ko’o-na mai miori papa-na 

man short-3S and boy little-3S 
‘a short man and a little boy’ 
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 199) aiporo mani'a-kia abomo maearima mani'a-na 
pig mark-3P also people mark-3S 
‘the trace of pigs and(also) a man’s’ 

 200) tini ‘ai’ai-kia, pani motemote-kia mai habuni ‘ai’ai-
kia 
tin old-PL pan rusty-3P and clothes old-PL 
‘old tin cans, rusty pots, and old clothes’ 

5.1.4 Alternative Noun Phrase 

The alternative noun phrase consists of two or more noun 
phrases joined together by one or more alternative 
conjunctions ‘ao ‘or’, as example (201) shown. 
 201) apana ihau-na ‘ao tubu e-kia ‘ororo waira-na 

hunting year-3S  or grass GEN-3P  dry face-3S 
‘the hunting season or before the grasses dried’ 

5.1.5 Appositional Noun phrase 

The appositional noun phrase consists of two noun phrase 
which are co-referential and have the same syntactic function.  
They are simply placed next to each other with a comma 
(intonation break between them), without a conjunction. 
Examples (202) (203) show the appositional noun phrase. 
 202) Au nahu-mu, miori po’o-na. 

I child-2S boy stupid-3S 
‘I am your son, stupid boy.’ 

 203) Hati-na, Aruru 
brother-3S Aruru 
‘his brother, Aruru’ 

 

5.1.6 Negation of Noun phrase  

Negation is indicated by the word aha’i ‘no’ following a 
noun phrase. (See section 5.2.2.2 Negation of verb phrase) 
Examples (204)-(205) show the negation of noun phrase. 
 204) maearima ha aha'i e-mai. 

people one no 3SP-come 
‘Not one person came.’ 

 205) Au taba aha'i a-babai-na 
I thing no 1SP-do-TR 
‘I did nothing.’ 

 

5.2 Verb phrase  

The verb phrase consists of verb word with its auxiliaries 
and modifiers. It functions as the predicate of a clause.  The 
head of the verb phrase is the verb, it is the only obligatory 
element of the phrase.  The following diagram shows the order 
of elements of the verb phrase. 

(Aux) (ASP) HEAD (MOD) (VAL) TR (OBJ) 
auxiliary 
verbs 

aba VERB ADV -ai -TR -P/N mkr 

Example (206) shows the typical verb phrase. 
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 206) aba e-ba-‘iobi harai-na-kia 
Already 3SP-CAUS-know well-TR-3P 
‘(He) already taught them well.’ 

5.2.1 Adverbial modifiers 

Adverbial modifiers follow the head verb, and is placed 
between the verb and the transitive marker in the verb phrase. 
But some adverbial modifiers like sentential adverbs are 
placed optionally in the sentence. 

5.2.1.1 Manner 

Manner adverbs modify the head verb. (See section 3.4 
Adverbs.) Examples (207)-(209) show the manner adverbs. 
 207) e-'abi aota 

3SP-say loud 
‘(he) spoke loudly’ 

 208) te-babai harai-na 
3PP-do well-TR 
‘(they) did it well’ 

 209) ua e-'abi aiho 
that 3SP-say how 
‘(he) said like that’ 

5.2.1.2 Time 

Time adverbs modify the head verb, as examples (210) (211) 
shown. 
 210) Mo-riri biai. 

2SI-down quick  
‘Go down quickly.’ 

 211) Maharimahari e-ka’a 
slow 3SP-walk  
‘He went slowly.’  

5.2.1.3 Location 

Locative adverbs modify the head verbs, as examples (212) 
(213) show. 
 212) Muri-na-i e-ao. 

behind-3S-ASS  3SP-go  
‘He followed him.’  

 213) E-ao atau’a ‘aki-na-i 
3SP-go far very-3S-ASS  
‘He went very far.’  

5.2.1.4 Specifier  

The adverb baha ‘really’ specifies the adverb, it functions 
as confiner of the effect of the verb. It follows the adverb. 
Examples (214) (215) show the specified verb phrase. 
 214) E-namo ki’a baha. 

3SP-good very really 
‘It was really very good.’ 

 215) E-tabura ki’a baha. 
3SP-strong very really 
‘It was really very strong.’ 
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5.2.2 Other Modifiers 

There are adverbs modifying the head verb which either 
precede or follow the head. 

5.2.2.1 With Auxiliary Verbs 

There are auxiliary verbs which supply the auxiliary 
meaning to the main verb. The auxiliary verbs are in 
peripherial places in the sentence. The auxiliary verbs have 
been discussed in section 3.2.4. Auxiliary verbs. Examples 
(216) (217) show the auxiliary verbs in the verb phrases. 
 216) Abara e-hore uma taba-kia e-ba-'omu-na-kia. 

rain PERF garden thing-3P 3SP-CAUS-grow-TR-3P 
‘The rain made the garden grow.’ (Perfect) 

 217) Terarua haibu-kia ena taitai rua te-babai-na-kia e-pua. 
Both sister-3P her flower two 3PP-make-TR-3P 3SP-finish 
‘Both of two made two decorations for her, their sister, 
it is finished.’ (Cessative) 

5.2.2.2 Valency-Changing Marker  ai 

Valency-changing marker -ai follows the verb.  It is 
mentioned in section 4.3.2.5 Valency-Changing Marker ai. 

5.2.3 Transitive Marker 

The transitive marker is a phrasal enclitic, the enclitic 
takes a unique place. It always takes the position at the end 
of verb phrase. (See section 4.3.1.4.1. Transitive marker -na) 
 218) Hau weiana hanona e-ahu  ki’a baha-na. 

man that   SPEC   3SP-hit very really-TR 
‘That man hit him very badly..’ 

5.2.4 Serial Verb Phrase  

There is a serial verb phrase whose component verbs have 
the same subject and object arguments.  

5.2.4.1 By Serializing Verbs 

The word tibaha ‘saying’ used as a sense of direct 
quotation marker. The serial verbs retains the same 
suffixation, as example (219) shown. 
 219) Hama-na e-'abi e-tibaha oi mo-babai-na. 

father-3S 3SP-say 3SP-saying you 2SI-do-TR 
‘His father said, saying, “Do it.”’ 

5.2.4.2 By Repeated Verbs  

The serial verb phrase by repeating the same verb 
emphasizes the iterative feature of the action.  Compare with 
verb root reduplication section 4.3.2.7. Reduplication. 
Example (220) shows the serial verb phrase by repeated verbs. 
 220) E-na'u e-na'u e-ao nahu-na e-mai-ai-na. 

3SP-swim 3SP-swim 3P-go child-3S 3SP-come-VAL-TR 
‘He swam and swam continued until he brought his 
child.’ 

5.3 Incorporating Verb Phrase 

Waima has incorporating verb phrases in which the sequence 
of two or more words functions as a unit, where the one 
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carries the meaning and the other merely carries the 
inflection for it.  

5.3.1 With Noun 

There are incorporating verb phrases compounding noun and 
verb. The noun carries the meaning and the verb in the phrase 
carries inflectional marking. Examples (221) (224) show the 
incorporating verb phrase by compouding noun and verb. 
 221) Miori papa-na mare’a e-‘ari. 

boy little-3S hunger 3SP-die 
‘The little boy was hungry. = The little boy was dying 
for hunger’ 

 222) Oi ‘ama nu-‘ari? 
you  coldness 2SPR-die 
‘Are you feeling cold? = Are you dying for coldness?’ 

 223) Aiara hau-kia apana te-ao 
village man-PL hunting 3PP-go 
‘The village people went to hunt’ 

 224) Ia ‘ari-'u ni-'ari. 
he  die-1S 3SPR-die 
‘He likes me. = He is dying for dying to me.’ 

5.3.2 With Deitics 

There are incorporating verb phrases compounding a deictic 
and verb.  The deictic carries the direction of the focus and 
the verb carries meaning and person/number in the phrase, as 
examples (225) show.  
 225) ua te-‘abi aiho 

that 3PP-say thus  
‘They said like that.’  

 

5.4 Postpositional phrase 

The postpositional phrase is made up of an axis and a 
relator “postposition”.  The postposition is the head of the 
postpositional phrase.  The postposition is a clitic ai 
“associative”.   

 

Post Ph   = 

  

AXIS: NP,          + 
Directional, 

Possessive Ph, 

V, 

ADV, 

 

RELATOR: Postposition 

ai 

The axis of the postpositional phrase filled by noun 
phrase, directional, possessive phrase or an inalienable 
possession phrase.  There are two groups of postpositional 
phrases.  One group is the definite/referring postpositional 
phrase which has an agreement on the end of the axis, and the 
other group the indefinite/non-referring postpositional phrase 
which has no agreement, as the simple examples (226) (227) 
show; 
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 226) waira-na-i 
face-3S-ASS 
‘in front of it’ 

 227) waira-i 
face-ASS 
‘toward front/future’ 

The postpositional phrases include the semantic catagories 
of space, time and instrument, and manner.  Some of the 
postposition phrases, like aonai ‘while’, raninai  ‘if’, 
murinai  ‘after that’ can function as subordinate 
conjunctions. This will be discussed later in the clause and 
subordinate sentence sections. (See 6.2.3 Adverbial Clauses) 
And the following expression is used to function in discourse 
level as an introduction, as (228) shown in example. 
 228) ‘uai-na rani-na-i 

there-3S time-3S-ASS 
‘once upon the time…’ 

5.4.1 Spacial Postposition phrase  

The spacial postposition phrase may be used to show 
location or direction. To show location the enclitic -ai may 
be attached directly to an simple noun. 
 229) Au aiara-ai a-miaho 

I village-ASS 1SP-stay 
‘I stayed in the village.’ 

 230) Hina-’u itu-ai ne-miaho 
mother-1S house-ASS 3SPR-stay 
‘My mother is staying at the house.’ 

However if the noun phrase is consists of an noun modified by 
another noun or by a directional adverb then person/number 
agreement with the head noun precedes the enclitic -ai to 
identify the locational possession. 
 231) itu weia-na ba'a-na-i 

house there-3S under-3S-ASS 
‘under that house’ 

 232) ekia iruba matiu ‘eka-na-i 
their fire wood place-3S-ASS 
‘in the place for their fire wood’ 

 233) E’u raona ni-ka’a tai-na-i na-eao 
my think 3SPR-walk toward-3S-ASS 1SPR-go 
‘I am going toward the place that I am thinking.’ 

The directional postpositional phrase indicates a 
direction. It does not have an agreement on the directional 
adverb, as example (234) shown. 
 234) Tona weia-na ubi-ai ni-robo. 

coconut there-3S over-ASS 3SPR-fly 
‘It flies over that coconut tree.’ 

5.4.2 Temporal Postposition phrase 

The time postpositional phrase which has agreement 
indicates a certain time, and which does not have agreement 
indicates an uncertain time of the sentence. Examples (235) 
(237) show the time postpositional phrase. 
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 235) muri-ai 
after-ASS 
‘later’ 

 236) muri-na-i 
after-3S-ASS 
‘after that’ 

 237) rani ikoi-na-i 
day all-3S-ASS 
‘always’ 

5.4.3 Instrumental Postposition phrase  

The instrumental postpositional phrase has the postposition 
and an instrument noun phrase axis which can be used as an 
instrument or a means. Examples (238) (239) show the 
instrumental postpositional phrases. 
 238) Akiua neia-na-i e-kabe-na. 

knife here-3S-ASS 3SP-cut-TR 
‘He cut it with this knife.’ 

 239) Aruru ena aotipa-i 
Aruru his wisdom-ASS 
‘by Aruru’s wisdom’ 

5.4.4 Manner Postposition Phrase  

Manner postposition phrases have the postposition and 
various axis, like noun phrase, verb, adverb etc.  The manner 
postposition phrase functions as manner obliques in the 
sentence. Examples (240)-(242) show the manner postposition 
phrase.  
 240) buni-ai e-’abi 

hide-ASS 3SP-say 
‘he said secretly.’ 

 241) Mahari mahari-ai ni-ka’a 
slow slow-ASS 3SPR-walk 
‘He is walking slowly.’ 

 242) Ena ka'a-ai uaho ha e-tabu ahi-na 
his walk-ASS girl one 3SP-find out-TR 
‘During his walking, he found a girl.’ 

5.5 Numeral phrases  

The numeral phrases combine the units of number; hamomo 
‘1’, rua ‘2’, aihau ‘3’, bani ‘4’, ima ‘5’, harau ’10 unit’, 
bariabui ‘40’, imabui ‘50’, hinabu ‘100 unit’ and doubling 
prefix  aba and the word reana ‘rest’. Examples (243)-(249) 
show the numeral phrases. 
 243) aba-aihau hamomo 

DB-3 1 
‘7’ 

 244) harau-haea hamomo 
10-1 1 
‘11’ 

 245) imabui harau-haea 
50 10-1 
‘60’ 
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 246) imabui harau-haea hamomo 
50 10-1  1 
‘61’ 

 247) imabui bariabui hamomo 
50 40 1 
‘91’ 

 248) imabui bariabui aba-bani hamomo 
50 40 DB-4 1 
‘99’ 

 249) hinabu-hamomo 
100-1 
‘100’ 
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6. CLAUSE 

The clause is the basic syntactic unit occurring between 
the phrase and the sentence. The underlying, the unmarked, 
basic order of the Waima clause is SOV. The structure of the 
clause consists of a obligatory predicate nucleus. The subject 
and object (if a transitive clause) are also considered as 
nuclear constituents. Locational, temporal, and manner 
expressions occur anywhere in a clause. They occur most 
frequently in the following positions. 

 
(TEM)  (S)  (LOC)  (O)  (INSTR)  (MAN)  V 
 

It is by word order that the grammatical relations are 
distinguished in Waima clause, e.g. subject, object and 
predicate. But any constituents of a clause, except the verb, 
or any major semantic word within a constituent, may be moved 
to clause-initial position. The pragmatic effect of such a 
move is to identify the moved constituent as new information 
or to emphasize it. There are no other special morphemes, but 
it can be realized by context or by rising intonation and 
pausing in reading. Examples (250)-(252) show special focused 
sentences. 
 250) Hobi rori e-hari-na 

frog car 3SP-steer-TR 
‘It was a frog that a car ran over’ 

 251) Miori erau e-‘uri-na 
boy snake 3SP-TR 
‘It was a boy that a snake bit.’ 

 252) Akiwa neia-na-i Arua ahi ahi e-babai-na 
knife here-3S-ASS Arua canoe canoe 3SP-do-TR 
‘By this knife Arua made a toy canoe.’ 

 

6.1 Independent clauses 

There are five basic types of independent clauses; 
indicative clause, imperative clause, subjunctive clause, 
interrogative clause, and comparison clause.  

6.1.1 Indicative Clauses 

The indicative clause consists of verbal clauses and non-
verbal clauses; verbal clauses are intransitive clauses, 
transitive clauses, ditransitive clauses, and descriptive 
clauses, whilst non-verbal clauses, which use nouns or other 
word phrases instead of verbal prefixed words as the predicate 
of the clause, are identification clauses, locative clauses, 
and comitative clauses. Structurally descriptive clauses 
consist of a obligatory subject and an obligatory predicate. 
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6.1.1.1 Intransitive clause 

An intransitive clause includes the intransitive verb, 
these verbs do not take objects.  The most frequent word order 
of the nuclear constituents of an intransitive clause is; 

INTR.Cl = (TEM:NP) + (SUB:NP) + (LOC:NP) + PRED:Vpintr. 

The subject can be deleted.  Temporal phrase, locative 
phrases, accompaniment phrases and instrumental phrases are 
optional.  These precede the predicate, except in the case of 
a motion verb like ao ‘go’, ka’a ‘walk’.  Here the locative 
phrase follows the predicate verb phrase. Examples (253) (254) 
show the intransitive clauses. 
 253) te-papura 

3PP-play 
‘(they) played.’ 

 254) Uai-na rani-na-i hau ha ata-na Aruru aiara-i e-miaho. 
over-3S time-3S-ASS man one name-3S Aruru village-ASS 3SP-stay 
‘Once upon a time there was a young man named Aruru in 
a village.’ 

Optionally the location phrase follows the predicate in the 
intransitive clause, as example (255) shown. 
 255) maearima maikoi-na te-ka’a uma 

people whole-3S 3PP-walk garden 
‘All the people are gone to garden’ 

6.1.1.2 Transitive clause 

The transitive clause is distinguished from other clauses 
by the transitive verb which has transitive marker on it. (See 
section 5.3.5 Transitive marker)  The transitive clause has 
two participants, at least one of which is stated. The only 
nuclear constituents of the transitive clause is the 
predicate. The most frequent order is: 

TR.Cl = (TEM:NP) + (S:NP) + (LOC:NP) + (O:NP) + PRED:VPtr 

The subject functions as the agent, experiencer or receiver 
and object is the patient.  Time, location, manner, and 
instrument phrases optionally appear in the clause.  Time 
phrases usually occur clause initially, location aften occurs 
between subject and object, and instrument occurs immediately 
preceding the predicate.  The subject and object can be 
deleted. Examples (256)-(258) show the transitive clauses. 
 256) Te-iha-na. 

3PP-see-TR 
‘(They) saw (it).’ 

 257) Maearima bo’o-na itara weia-na te-babai-na 
people many-3S platform there-3S 3PP-do-TR 
‘Many people built that platform.’ 

 258) miori ha waeha weia-na ‘ari-na a’i e-’ari 
boy one dog there-3S die-3S NEG 3SP-die 
‘One boy doesn’t like that dog.’ 

6.1.1.3 Ditransitive clause 

The ditransitive clause includes the ditransitive verb, and 
has two objects.  The indirect object is always animate. The 
ditransitive clause can be diagrammed as follows; 
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BITR.Cl = (SUB:NP) + (I.O:NP) + (D.O:NP) + PRED:VPdtr 

The object marker of ditransitive verb phrase agrees with 
the indirect object in person and number.  The subject phrase 
is the agent, the object 1 phrase (indirect object) is the 
recipient, and the object 2 phrase (direct object) is the 
patient.  The subject, the indirect object or direct object 
can be deleted.  Time, location, or other Associative 
positional phrase optionally appear in the clause. Examples 
(259) (261) show the bitransitive clauses. 
 259) E-be-na-’u. 

3SP-give-TR.1S 
‘He gave it to me.’ 

 260) Toto Ikupu ena aubauba e-ba-iha-na. 
Toto Ikupu his picture 3SP-CAUS-see-TR 
‘Toto showed Ikupu her picture.’ 

 261) Tioni iabui e-be-nimi. 
Tioni betelnut 3SP-give-TR.2P 
‘Tioni gave the betelnut to you(P).’ 

6.1.1.4 Descriptive clause 

The descriptive clauses consists of the subject which is 
described by the predicate. The predicate is a verb phrase 
which consists of a verb derived from an adjective or other 
words. 

Descriptive Cl = (SUB:NP)   + PRED :VP 

Examples (262)-(265) show the descriptive clauses. 
 262) Roio e-namo 

wave 3SP-good 
‘The wave is/was good(calm). 

 263) Rore hanona e-kuma. 
candy TOP 3SP-sweet 
‘The candy is sweet. 

 264) Pihara weia-na hana e-puma. 
tone there-3S TOP 3SP-heavy 
‘That stone is/was heavy.’ 

 265) Hau weia-na hana aba e-anepaka. 
man there-3S TOP already 3SP-old 
‘That man is old already.’ 

6.1.1.5 Identificational Clause 

The identificational clause identifies or classifies one 
entity in relation to another.  It is found by juxtaposition 
of two entities; one functions as subject, the other as 
predicate complement identifying the subject. 

Identical Cl = SUB:NP        + (TOP)  + PRED:NP 
 Poss Ph Deic 
  COM NP 

Examples (266)-(268) show the identical clauses. 
 266) Hau weia-na hanona Ikupu. 

Man there-3S TOP Ikupu 
‘That man is Ikupu.’ 
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 267) Ia hana ba-marere hau-na. 
3S TOP CAUS-learn man-3S 
‘He is a teacher.’ 

 268) Itu neia-kia hanona mahamaha-kia 
house here-3P TOP new-3P 
‘these houses are new’ 

Examples (269) (270) show locative identifying clause. 
 269) Hina-'u itu ao-na-i. 

mother-1S house in-3S-ASS 
‘My mother is in the house.’ 

 270) Ia hanona Moku-ai 
3S TOP Moresby-ASS 
‘He is at Moresby.’ 

Examples (271) (272) show the comitative identifying clauses. 
 271) Hau weia-na mai ena waeha. 

Man there-3S COM his dog 
‘That man has a dog.’ 

 272) Waeha weia-na hanona hau weia-na ‘eu-na 
Dog there-3S TOP man there-3S  POSS-3S 
‘That dog belongs to that man.’ 

To negate the identical clause, the negative word aha’i 
follows to the predicate, as examples (273) (274) shown. 
 273) Hama-’u itu ao-na-i aha’i. 

Father-1S house in-3S-ASS no 
‘My father is not in the house.’ 

 274) Ia Ikupu aha’i. 
3S Ikupu not 
‘He is not Ikupu.’ 

6.1.2 Imperative Clause 

The imperative clause has a verb which is inflected with 
imperative mood prefix.  An imperative clause with a mood 
prefix is an intensive command. 
 275) Oi mo-riri! 

you 2SI-down 
‘(You) Go down (now)!’ 

 276) Ko-mai. 
2SF-come 
‘You (should) come!’ 

 277) Emu itu mo-babai harai-na. 
your house 2SI-do well-TR 
‘Build your house well!’ 

The imperative clause is negated the same way as verb 
phrase negation.  The negative word a’i precedes the 
imperative verb, as example (278) shows. 
 278) A’i me-‘eho. 

not 3SI-fall 
‘Let him not fall.’ 
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6.1.3 Subjunctive clause 

The subjunctive clause includes the verbal prefix which is 
inflected by subjunctive mood.  It is a mood showing 
expectation. Examples (279) (280) show the subjunctive 
clauses. 
 279) Oi ko-miaho hanona pe-namo. 

You 2SF-stay TOP 3SS-good  
‘It would be good you stay.’  

 280) Abara pe-tibo. 
Rain 3SS-down  
‘I wish it would rain.’ 

6.1.4 Interrogative clause 

There are four kind of interrogative clauses; polar 
questions, alternative questions, information questions, and 
rhetorical questions. 

6.1.4.1 Polar questions 

The polar question requires a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer.  In 
Waima the polar question clauses look like regular indicative 
clauses, but the hearer recognizes that the verb along with 
very quick level to rising falling to level again ( _ / \ _ ), 
as examples (281) (282) shown. 

 
    __  /  \ __ 

 281) Hama-mu ne-miaho? 
father-2S 3SPR-stay 
‘Is you father staying?’ 

 
     __       __ 

 282) E, hama-'u ne-miaho. 
yes father-1S 3SPR-stay 
‘Yes, my father is staying.’ 

When the speaker expects a certain response from the 
hearer, there is a tag word u that is added to the clause. 
Example (283) shows the tag question. 
 283) Pita ena ahi-ai e-he'au, u? 

Pita his canoe-ASS 3SP-board TAG 
‘Peter boarded his canoe on, didn’t he?’ 

6.1.4.2 Alternative questions 

The alternative question offers the hearer a choice between 
two or more alternative answers.  The alternative question 
clause has a connection word ‘ao ‘or’, as example (284) shown. 
 284) Oi no-nuatae hanona neia-na ‘ao weia-na? 

You 2SPR-want TOP here-3S  or there-3S 
‘Which one do you want, this or that?’ 

6.1.4.3 Information questions 

The information questions demand an answer that gives 
information. The information question clauses have question 
words such as tai ‘who’, taba ‘what’, ae’e ‘where’, aita 
‘when’, taba buonai ‘why’, aehoma ‘how’, or bita ‘how many’.  
The question word appears in the clause position where the 
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element which is questioned would normally appear. Examples 
(285) (290) show the information questions. 
 285) Ata-mu tai? 

Name-2S who 
‘Who are you/what is your name?’ 

 286) Hama-mu taba ni-babai-na? 
father-2S what 3SPR-doing 
‘What is your father doing?’ 

 287) Mo’abi taba? 
2SI-say what 
‘What should you say?’ 

 288) Nu-ao ae'e? 
2SPR-go where 
‘Where are you going?’ 

 289) Aea-na nu-ao? 
how-3S 2SPR-go 
‘What is the place you are going?’ 

 290) Aita o-mai? 
when 2SP-come 
‘When did you come?’ 

6.1.4.4 Rhetorical question 

The rhetorical quesion takes the form of interrogative 
clause, but its purpose is to ridicule, show anger, rebuke, 
etc., as examples (291) (292) shown. 
 291) oi nu-raonana o-babai harai-na, ‘u? 

you 2SPR-think-TR 2SP-do well-TR, TAG 
‘You are thinking you did well, aren’t you?’ 

 292) Oi taba? 
you what 
‘You what?/you what kind of creature.’ 

6.1.5 Negation of Clause  

The negation word a'i is also an immediate constituent of 
the verb for negating the clause, as examples (293)-(295) 
show. 
 293) A’i e-babai-na 

not 3SP-do-TR 
‘He did not do it.’ 

 294) Warani ia a'i e-mai. 
yesterday he not 3SP-come 
‘Yesterday he did not come.’ 

 295) Ha a’i e-mai. 
a not 3SP-come 
‘A man did not come.’ 

6.1.6 Comparison clause 

Waima uses juxtaposed clauses for comparisons between two 
entities, for contrasting entities, and for indicating a 
superlative relationship.    
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6.1.6.1 Comparisons of Equality  

In the comparisons of equality, comparison word aba ‘as’ or 
ihobo ‘same’ is used.  The comparison can be made between two 
entities.  

Comparison of Equality = NP + NP + aba-na 
Example (296) shows the equality comparison clause. 
 296) E-na ba'o hana oi ‘eu-mu aba-na. 

GEN-3S tall TOP you POSS-2S as-AGR 
‘He is as tall as you.’ (Lit. His height is as yours.) 

And the equality can be negated to give a form where the 
first is less than the second. The context is the same as the 
inequality, as example (297) shown. 
 297) Ena ba'o hana oi emu ba'o aba-na aha'i. 

his tall TOP you your tall as-3S NEG 
‘He is not as tall as you are. 

6.1.6.2 Comparisons of Inequality  

One noun phrase can be compared to another with respect to 
some quality or other grounds of comparison. It adds a 
comparing phrase to the descriptive clause. 

Comparison of Inequality = Descriptive Cl + neba, ba + NP 

Examples (298) (299) show the comparison of inequality. 
 298) Ia e-ba'o neba oi. 

he 3SP-tall than you 
‘He is taller than you.’ 

 299) Itabara e-namo ba monki. 
wallaby 3SP-good CJ monkey 
‘The wallaby is better than the monkey. 

6.1.6.3 Superlatives  

Superlatives can be expressed by an intensified descriptive 
clause following two other clauses in a comparison of 
inequality, as example (300) shown. 
 300) Monki hana e-namo, ia itabara hana ma e-namo, 

monkey TOP 3SP-good but wallaby TOP more 3SP-
good 
 
aia puti hana e-namo ki’a baha. 
but cat TOP 3SP-good very really 
 
‘The monkey is good, but the wallaby is better, but 
the cat is really very good.’ 

6.2 Dependent Clauses 

Dependent clauses include relative clauses, adverbial 
clauses, and clauses with complements 

6.2.1 Relative Clauses  

There are two ways of forming relative clause, the one is 
postnominal and the other is prenominal. A relative clause 
immediately follows the head noun. And the head is external to 
the relative clause.  The relative pronoun hau-, the final 
element of the relative clause, refers back to this head noun.  
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The head may function as subject, object, possession, or 
location within the relative clause itself.  The relative 
pronoun includes person/number agreement marker. Examples 
(301)-(303) show the postnominal relative causes. 
 301) Hibito’i e-beau hau-na ni-parua. 

Youngman 3SP-run REL-3S 3SPR-sleep  
‘The young man who ran is sleeping’  

 302) Pihara miori e-kapo-na hau-na waeha ae-na e-ahu-na. 
stone boy 3SP-throw-TR REL-3S dog foot-3S 3SP-hit-
TR 
‘The stone which the boy threw hit the dog's leg.’ 

 303) Ia kopura weia-na ao-na-i te-toto hauna e-iha-na 
3S grass there-3S in-3S-ASS 3PP-enter REL 3SP-see-TR 
‘He saw the thing/mark that entered to grasses.’ 

The prenominal relative clause uses the same structure 
format as a noun phrase modified by noun. The relative clase 
precedes the head noun. The head includes person/number 
agreement which functions as a relativizer. Examples (304)-
(306) show the prenominal relative clauses. 
 304) uaho e-hina-na aka-na kate-babai-na 

girl 3SP-tell-3S work-3S 3pf-do-TR  
‘They will do the work which the girl said to him.’ 

 305) itu te-huhu-na abururu-na e-iha-na. 
house 3PP-burn-TR ash-3S  3SP-see-TR 
‘He saw the ash that they burnt the house.’  

 306) Hau miori e-toto itu-na 'ari-na a'i e-'ari. 
man boy 3SP-back house-3S  die-3S no 3SP-die 
‘The man disliked the house to which the boy entered.’ 

6.2.2 Adverbial Clauses  

The adverbial clause functions as an adverbial margin in a 
sentence, and is expressed by a associative postpositional 
phrase. 

6.2.2.1 Location  

Locational adverbial clauses use locative associative 
postposition phrase, as example (307) shows.  
 307) Au e’u raona-mo ni-ka’a tai-na-i na-eao. 

I my think-LIM 3SPR-walk direction-3S-ASS 1SPR-go 
‘I am going toward where my thinking is going.’ 

6.2.2.2 Time  

Temporal adverbial clauses include some connection word 
muri-na-i ‘after that’, ao-na-i ‘while’ etc,. Examples (308) 
(309) show the temporal adverbial clauses. 
 308) Uma aka-kia a-babai-na-kia muri-na-i, 

garden work-3P 1SP-do-TR-3P after-3S-ASS 
 

a-eao e’u kemo ka-hara-na-kia. 
1SP-go my bamboo 1SP-cut-TR-3P 
 
‘After I did garden work, I went to cut my bamboo.’ 
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 309) Upu'ava Peropero here-na ao-na-i taeara hau-na  

Upu'ava Peropero near-3S in-3S-ASS road body-3S
  

 
Ito nahu-na rua e-iha-na-kia. 
Ito child-3S two 3SP-see-TR-3P 
 
‘When Upu'ava stayed near Peropero, he saw Ito's two 
children on the road.’ 

6.2.2.3 Purpose 

A purpose clause has purposive word paunai ‘for’ as a 
marker of purpose clause. Examples (310) (311) show the 
purpose clauses. 
 310) E-'ari paunai mauri e-be-naka. 

3SP-die for life 3SP-give-1P 
‘He gave us life because he died.’ 

 311) Ka-iha-na paunai a-mai 
1SF-see-TR for 1SP-come 
‘I came to see him.’ 

6.2.2.4 Manner 

Manner adverbial clauses include the adverbial clitic mai-
which functions as an adverb in a clause, as example (312) 
shows.   
 312) mai-hua-hua-na ni-ka’a 

PCL-chew-DUP-3S 3SPR-walk 
‘He walks while he is chewing.’ 

6.2.3 Complementary Clauses 

There are two types of clause that take the clause 
complementation; quotation and cognition/perception.  The 
complement clause always follows the main clause. 

6.2.3.1 Quotations 

There are two kinds of quotation clauses which function as 
a complement to speech verbs; direct quotation and indirect 
quotation.  The direct quotation clause uses the word  tibaha 
‘saying’ as a quotation mark.  The indirect quotation is 
unmarked, and as such it is actually an independent clause in 
juxtaposition. Examples (313) (314) show the complementary 
clause by quatations. 
 313) Obia hau-na e-'abi, terarua kate-ao. 

chief man-3S 3SP-say two.of.them 3PF-go 
‘The chief said that they will go together.’ 

 314) Obia hau-na e-io e-tibaha, Tomo-ka’a. 
Chief man-3S 3SP-shout 2SP-saying, 2PI-walk 
‘The chief shouted, “(You.PL) Go!”’ 

6.2.3.2 Cognition and perception 

Cognition and perception verbs may also take a clause 
complement.  These may be linked by simple juxtaposition. 
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Examples (315) (316) show the complementary clause by 
cognition. 
 315) Miori e-'iobi-na hau weia-na ni-parua harai. 

boy 3SP-know-TR man there-3S 3SPR-sleep well 
‘The boy knew that the man has been sleeping well.’ 

 316) Au na-nuatae Waima maea-mi ka-'iobi-na. 
I 1SPR-want Waima language-2P 1SF-know-TR 
‘I want to know your Waima language.’ 
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7. SENTENCE LEVEL CONSTRUCTIONS  

Clauses combine into complex structures in two basic ways; 
coordination and subordination. 

7.1 Subordinate sentence 

The subordinate sentence includes one independent clause 
which is the main clause of the sentence and one or more 
subordinate clauses, which are subordinated to it, or 
dependent upon it.  

7.1.1 Reason sentence 

The reason sentence uses the subordinating conjunction word 
pokina ‘because’, it joins the dependent “reason” clause with 
the independent “result” clause.  

Examples (317) (318) show the reason result sentences. 
 317) Au a'i a-mai pokina a-inawa. 

I not 1SP-come because 1SP-sick 
‘I didn't come because I was sick.’ 

 318) Beraura ni-‘abe’abe pokina bei-ai e-tobu. 
sun 3SPR-weak because water-ASS 3SP-sink 
‘The sun is weak because it was sunk into the water.’ 

7.1.2 Purpose sentence 

Two words pokina ‘because’ and buonai ‘so’ are used 
together to form a purpose sentence. 

Pokina - buonai because - so Purpose 

Example (319) shows purpose sentence. 
 319) Au a-mai pokina ka-iha-na buonai 

I 1SP-come because 1SF-see-TR so 
‘I came to see him.’ 

7.1.3 Conditional sentence 

Conditional sentences involve a conditional conjunction 
word raninai ‘if, when’. 

raninai if, when Conditional 

The conditional conjunction marks a clause as having a 
conditional function. Examples (320) (321) show the 
conditional sentences. 
 320) E’u kemo a-hara-mo raninai 

GEN-3S bamboo 1SP-cut-even when 
 
ao-’u maikoi-na-i erau here-na-i e-miaho 
in-1S whole-3S-ASS snake near-3S-ASS 3SP-stay 
 
‘When I cut my bamboo, always I think a snake stayed 
near me.’ 
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321)  E'u hau ke-miaho raninai, au ka-miaho. 
my friend 3SF-stay when I 1SF-stay 
‘If my friend stays I will stay.’ 

7.1.4 Causal sentence 

Causal sentences involve a causal conjunction word buonai 
‘so’. 

buonai ‘so’  Causal 

Example (322) shows the causal sentence. 
 322) Ito te-ahu 'ari-na buonai na-ewa. 

Ito 3PP-hit  die-TR so 1SPR-dance 
‘They killed Ito, so I am dancing.’ 

7.1.5 Simultaneity sentence 

The simultaneity marks a clause as having a background 
adverbial function, showing simultaneous action. 

aonai 'while' Simultaneous  
Examples (323) (324) show the simultaneous sentence. 
 323) Taeara-i ta-ka’a aonai baha e-eho. 

Road-ASS 1PP-walk while timber 3SP-fall 
‘While we were walking, a timber fell down.’ 

 324) Biriua e-ba’eha aonai, hau weia-na e-beau
 akauma. 
ghost 3SP-fishing while, man there-3S 3SP-run away 
‘While the ghost was fishing, that man ran away.’ 

7.2 Coordinate sentences 

The coordinate sentences may be linked by the conjunctions 
such as ba ‘and’, ia ‘but’ ‘ao ‘or’, or they may be juxtaposed 
without any formal link. 

7.2.1 Temporal sequence 

Temporal sequence sentences are identified by the sequence 
conjunction ba ‘and then’, as example (325) shown. 
 325) Miori e-mikiri ba itu-ai e-karahi. 

boy 3SP-rise then house-ASS 3SP-out 
‘The boy got up, then came out from the house.’ 

And temporal sequence sentences can also be  juxtaposed 
without conjunctions, as example (326) shown.  
 326) Rabirabi te-ao aiara, aniani te-ani, te-parua. 

afternoon 3PP-go village food 3PP-eat 3PP-sleep 
‘In the afternoon they went to village, ate food, and 
slept.’ 

7.2.2 Alternative sentences 

Alternative sentences are joined with a conjunction word 
‘ao ‘or’. Examples (327) (328) show the alternative sentences. 
 327) Ko-miaho ‘ao kaha-eao? 

2SF-stay  or 1PF(IN)-go 
‘Are you staying alone or go together? 
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 328) Oi ko-mai 'ao aha'i? 
you 2SF-come  or no 
‘Will you come or not?’ 

When no other word appears after ‘ao ‘or’, it can be 
expected the negative sentence aha’i ‘not’ implying the 
apposite possibility has been deleted, as example (329) shows. 
 329) Ko-miaho ‘ao …? 

2SF-stay  or … 
‘Are you going to stay or (not / to leave)?’ 

7.2.3 Contrastive sentences 

Contrastive sentences consist of two similar clauses joined 
by a conjunction such as ia ‘but’ or ‘a ‘or’. 
 330) Taita hobo'o e-a-na ia au haihu a-a-na. 

Taita taro 3SP-eat-TR but I yam 1SP-eat-TR 
‘Taita ate taro but I ate yam.’ 

7.2.4 Adversative sentences 

Adversative sentences include conjunctions like as ia-mo 
‘but even’, or re’a ‘whether’. Examples (331) (332) show the 
adversative sentences. 
 331) Waeha itabara te-u’u ahi-na ia-mo 

dog wallaby 3PP-chase out-TR but-even  
 
e-beau a’i e-koki-na-’u. 
3SP-run not 3SP-approach-TR-1S 
 
‘The dogs chased a wallaby, even though it was not 
coming towards me.’ 

 
 332) Babi’e baika taeara-i te-raona-na Kaema re’a te-pihi. 

Woman some road-ASS 3PP-think-TR Kaema whether 3PP-hide 
‘Some women on the road thought it was a Kerema man so 
they hid.’ 

7.3 Marginal elements of sentence 

7.3.1 Topic and Comment 

The topicalizer hanona marks the topic of the sentence 
about which something is said, and the further statement is 
the comment. Examples (333) (334) show topicalized sentence. 
 
 333) Taeara mahamaha-na-i a-ka’a hanona 

road new-3S-ASS 1SP-walk TOP  
 
ao-’u mai bahubahu-na-i a-ka’a. 
in-1S COM careful-3S-ASS 1SP-walk 
 
‘When I walked on the new road (TOP), I used to walk 
carefully.’ 
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 334) Ito nahu-na uaho rua hanona itu-ai te-miaho 
Ito child-3sg girl two TOP house-ASS 3PP-stay 
‘Ito’s two daughters (TOP) stayed in the house.’ 

7.3.2 Sentence introducer 

Sentence introducers begin a new thought. Various 
conjunctions meaning ‘so’, ‘before’, ‘later’, ‘next’, ‘okay’, 
‘after it finished’, etc. fill this position. Examples (335) 
(339) show the setencial introducers. 
 335) Ua buonai maearima bo’o-kia apana neiana aonai te-toto 

there so people many-P hunting here-3S while 3PP-enter 
‘So many people entered this hunting.’ 

 336) E-pua, uaho e-mikiri terarua e-ba-karahi-na-kia 
3SP-finish girl 3SP-rise two 3SP-CAUS-out-TR-3P  
 
hama-na waira-na-i. 
father-3S face-3S-ASS 
 
‘Then, the girl rose, took out two of them in front of 
her father.’ 

 
 337) Hinoku’u, raurani hanona parera itabara e-hinave-

na. 
enough morning TOP snail wallaby 3SP-tell-
TR 
‘That’s enough, in the morning the snail told Barai.’  

 338) Muri-na-i hana hina-na e-hinabe-na, 
after-3S-ASS TOP mother-3S 3SP-tell-TR 
‘After that, the mother told him…’ 

 339) Ua rani-na-i, … 
there time-3S-ASS … 
‘At that time, …’ 

7.3.3 Time phrase 

Time phrase appear at the beginning or end margins of a 
sentence.  The phrase uaina raninai ‘once upon a time’ or rani 
ha ‘one day’ is the usual way of beginning a new paragraph in 
a narrative text. Examples (340) (341) show the time phrase in 
the sentence margin. 
 340) Uai-na rani-na-i hibito’i ha atana Aruru … 

there-3S time-3S-ASS young one name-3S Aruru … 
‘once upon a time there were a young man is called Aruru …’ 

 341) Rani ha hau rua ekia wapira te-a’i-na-kia te-ka’a te-
ao 
time one man two their axes 3PP-take-TR-3P 3PP-walk
 3PP-go 
‘One day two man took their axes and went to …’ 

7.3.4 Exclamation 

Exclamation is expressed by expressive words showing 
surprise, as example (342) shows. 
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 342) ‘Ai, ani ore harai-na ia ae’e-ai e-mai. 
 Ho, eat finish well-TR 3S where3S-ASS 3SP-come 
‘Ho, I ate everything, but where is this coming from.’ 

7.3.5 Response margin 

The response margin reflects the speakers agreement or 
disagreement which the preceding sentence. Examples (343) 
(344) show the response margin. 
 343) Ab-e-tai-na. Muri-ai ka-iha-na. 

already-3SP-fit-TR after-ASS 1SF-see-TR 
‘It’s OK. I will see it later.” 

The word negation word aha'i ‘no’ may be placed at the 
beginning or end of a sentence or be repeated in both 
positions.  
 344) Aha’i, ia hana bamarere hau-na aha'i. 

No he TOP CAUS-learn man-3S no 
‘No, he is not a teacher. 
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8. DISCOURSE CONSIDERATIONS 

8.1 Introducing a narrative 

A storyteller begins a story with such phrases as; 

‘Ori ha makikipana.    ‘Let me tell a story.’  

And then gives information about the story such as a title or 
characters; 
 345) Aro Pua’o ohi kikipakia. Uaho rua,  

Aro Pua’o with history-P girl two  
 
ha ata-na Aro ha ata-na Pua’o. 
one name-3S Aro one name-3S Pua’o 
 
‘The story of Aro with Pua’o.  The two girls, one is 
named Aro, the other Pua’o.’ 

 
 346) Pani e-’akauma ‘ori-na. 

pan 3SP-disappear  story-3S 
‘A story that a pan disappeared.’ 

8.2 Background information 

Background information is closely related to the 
introduction. The background information is given to help 
those who are not familiar with the story or event that is to 
be told.  Background information is often coded in past tense 
or future tense clauses when explaining various steps that 
will take place in a narrative type discourse. 

 
 347) Au ata-’u Ronnie Lohia mai atawa-’u Nou Lohia 

I name-1S Ronnie Lohia COM spouse-1S Nou Lohia  
 
mai nahu-mai rua hau mai babi’e. 
COM child-1P(EX) two CJ and woman 
 
E-mai iroro ‘ekana hana Meauri. 
GEN-1P(EX) preach  place-3S TOP Meauri 
 
‘My name is Ronnie Lohia and my wife’s name Nou Lohia, 
we have two children, one is boy and the other is 
girl.  And my pastorial area is Meauri.’ 

 
 348) 'Uaina rani-na-ai hivito'i ha ata-na Aruru 

 there day-3S-ASS young a name-3S Aruru 
 
mai hati-na Varai ohi te-miaho 
and brother-3S Varai with 3pp-stay 
 
ekia miaho ao-na-ai hau ha ata-na Veraura 
their stay in-3S-ASS man a name-3S Veraura 
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avomo e-miaho Ia hana hauaniani 
also 3sp-stay he TOP monster 
 
pokina tava ikoi-na-ai e-ani maearima mai mahi. 
because thing all-3S-ASS 3sp-eat people CJ meat 
 
hauaniani weia-na nahu-na uaho-na namo-na aki-na 
monster there-3S child-3S girl-3S good-3S really-
3S 
 
ohi hana u'a 'uni-ai te-miaho 
with TOP there  highland-ASS 3pp-stay 
 
‘Once upon a time, there were young man Aruru with his 
brother Barai.  In those days, there is a man called 
Beraura.  He is a monster, because he ate everything, 
people and animals.  That monster and his good 
daughter stayed in highland there.’ 

8.3 The event line 

The event line is the actual action and dialogue of the 
story.  The narrative text can be easily identified in fables 
and other stories because it is usually introduced with the 
temporal phrase rani ha ‘one day’, or ‘uaina raninai ‘Long 
time before/Once upon a time’.  The event marker might be a 
topicalizer hanona/hana.  (See section 3.10 Topicalizer) 
 349) Rani ha hana Aruru kipo-na ao-na-i e-tibaha, 

day one TOP Aruru self-3S in-3S-ASS 3SP-saying 
 
Pa’e ka-ba-hobo-na-mo ka-iha-na. 
Perhaps 1SF-CAUS-test-TR-LIM 1SF-see-TR 

 
‘One day Aruru said to himself, “Perhaps I will just 
try it, I will see it.”’ 

8.4 Participant Reference 

When a new participant is introduced, its full name is 
mentioned.  As the participant is introduced in a narrative, 
the demonstrative follows the named participant. 
 350) Hauaniani weia-na nahu-na uaho-na ohi hana 

monster there-3S child-3S girl-3S with TOP 
 
‘uni-ai te-miaho. 
 highland 3PP-stay 

 
‘That monster stayed with his daughter in highland.’ 

 

After a new participant is introduced, the participant is 
not overtly expressed again until it needs to be expressed 
after encountering other participant. 
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 351) Aruru ena ka’ai hana ‘Aiba’aiba etabu
 ahina. 
Aruru GEN-3S walk-ASS TOP ‘Aiba’aiba 3SP-find out-
TR 
‘As Aruru’s walking, he met ‘Aiba’aiba.’ 

 352) Ia e-’abi e-tibaha, “Au…’ 
he 3SP-say 3SP-saying, “I… 
‘He(Aruru) said, “I …” ’ 

 353) Ua e-’abi aiho hana ‘Aiba’aiba e-tibaha, “Ia au
 babi’e 
there 3SP-say such TOP ‘Aiba’aiba 3SP-saying, but I
 woman 
‘As (he/Aruru) said like that, ‘Aiba’aiba said, “But I 
am … woman.” ’ 

 354) 0, “Oi babi’e…” 
0  you woman 
‘0(Aruru), “you are woman…” ’ 

8.5 Ending a narrative 

Oral stories and speeches conclude with the phrase; 
‘Ori ko’ona.   ‘(It is) a short story.’ 

Some stories end with a short summary sentence which is seems 
to relate the story to contemporary matters.  It begins with a 
word bariu ‘now’, and uses present tense. 
 355) Ba bariu eka Beraura ni-kaihu-na hana ena tabura 

and now GEN-1P Beraura 3SPR-set-TR TOP GEN-3S strong 
 
ikoi-na-i ni-ore, pokina aba ua rani-na-i 
all-3S-ASS 3SPR-diminish reason already there time-3S-ASS
  
 
Aruru ena aotipa-i bei-ai e-tobu 
Aruru GEN-3S wisdom-ASS water-ASS 3SP-sink 
 
‘Then now when our Beraura set, its strength is 
finished, because at that time it was sunk to water by 
Aruru’s wisdom.’ 
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9. MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS 

9.1 Passives 

Waima does not have a passive construction.  However, since 
the subject is optional, clauses may be constructed without 
giving any indication as to who the agent is. This tends to be 
emphasize the subject. 
 356) Aiporo e-ahu ‘ari-na 

pig 3SP-hit  die-TR 
‘A pig is killed. / (Someone) killed the pig.’ 

9.2 Idioms 

There are some idioms. 
 357) Nua-na e-puma. 

Belly-3S 3SP-heavy 
‘She is pregnant.’ 

 358) E-beau ‘ari. 
3SP-run  die 
‘He is crazy.’ 

 359) Ia maha pore. 
S/he eye white 
‘He is lustful.’ 

In particular Waima has an intensification auxiliary ‘ari 
which follows the head verb, and heightens or lowers the 
effect of the meaning of the verb. 
 360) e-iriri 'ari 

3SP-laugh  die 
‘He laughed a lot. 

 361) e-parua ‘ari 
3SP-sleep  die 
‘He slept soundly.’ 

In the case of  beau ‘run’ it has a ‘madness’ connotation. 
 362) ia e-beau ‘ari 

s/he 3SP-run  die 
‘He was crazy’ 

9.3 Euphemism 

There are expressions of euphemism which give an indirect 
way of talking about various taboos. 
 363) Arabu eao. 

Bush 3SP-go 
‘he went to bush (to urinate.)’ 

 364) Ia nawa inawa ea’ina. 
S/he moon sick 3SP-take-TR 
‘She is menstruating.’ 

 365) Ako-’u ne-ki’a 
neck-1S 3SPR-bad 
‘I want to have good food.’ 
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9.4 Metaphor 

Metaphor uses words that are somehow connected to the thing 
refered to. 
 366) Mereki ab-e-umuti. 

Dish already-3SP-over.turn 
‘No food left.’ 

 367) Ia itu pabora-na 
s/he house lizard-3S 
‘He is a lazy man.’ 

 368) Ia pina-na ‘ebe’ebe-na 
s/he mouth-3S  crab-3S 
‘He is garrulus/talkative.’ 
 

9.5 Borrowed words 

There are many borrowed words and names that have come into 
the language.  Some are from English, some from Motu.  For 
these words, spelling and pronunciation follow the rules of 
the language. 

Otipere ‘hospital’ 
paraimiti ‘airplane (flying machine)’ 
patikere ‘bicycle’ 
wiminti perotipi ‘woman’s fellowship’ 
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10. NARRATIVE TEXT 
1 
'Uaina raninai hivito'i ha atana Aruru 
 before day-3s-ASS young a name-3s Aruru 
 
mai hatina Barai ohi temiaho 
and brother-3s Barai with 3pp-stay 
 
‘Once upon a time, there was a youngman whose name is Aruru and his 
brother Barai.’ 
 
2 
Ekia miaho aonai hau ha atana Beraura abomo emiaho. 
their stay in-3s-ASS man a name-3s Beraura also 3sp-stay 
 
‘While they were staying there was a man called Beraura (Sun) also.’ 
 
3 
Ia hana hauaniani pokina taba ikoinai eani, maearima mai
 mahi. 
he TOP monter because thing all-3s-ASS 3sp-eat people and meat 
 
‘He was a monster because he ate everything, people and animal-meat.’ 
 
4 
Hauaniani weiana nahuna uahona namona 'akina ohi hana 
monster that child-3s girl-3s good-3s really-3s with TOP 
 
ua'a 'uniai temiaho. 
there highland-ASS 3pp-stay 
 
‘The monster stayed with his very good daughter in the highlands.’ 
 
5 
Ekia miaho aonai hana eapana. 
their stay in-3s-ASS TOP 3sp-hunting 
 
‘And he hunted in those days.’ 
 
6 
Mahi bo'ona 'aki eahunakia nahuna etatu eani. 
meat many-3s very 3sp-hit-TR-P child-3s 3sp-feast 3sp-eat 
 
‘He killed a lot of meat, and the daughter cooked them, and he ate 
them.’ 
 
7 
Aiarai hana hibito'i bo'ona tenuatae Beraura nahuna 
village-ASS TOP young many-3s 3pp-want Beraura child-
3s 
 
uahona weiana pateatawana 
girl-3s that is3p-spouse-TR 
 
‘In the village, many of young men wanted to marry Beraura’s 
daughter.’ 
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8 
Ia a'i etainakia pokina Beraura etabura ki'a baha. 
but no 3sp-fit-TR-3p because Beraura 3sp-strong very much 
 
‘But it was not possible, because Beraura is too strong.’ 
 
9 
Hau ha a'i eao ena 'eka. 
man a no 3sp-go his  place 
 
‘Nobody came near his place.’ 
 
10 
Rani ha hana Aruru kipona aonai etibaha, 
day a TOP Aruru self-3s in-3s-ASS 3sp-say 
 
pa'e kabahobonamo kaihana. 
maybe 1sf-CAUS-try-TR-even 1sf-see-TR 
 
 
Ba kebahobona akana ebabaina hana  
then 3sf-CAUS-try-TR work-TR 3sp-do-TR TOP  
 
hatina mahanai e'abi, 
brother-3s eye-3s-ASS 3sp-say 
 
"Mara hana oi komiaho kaeao ua'a kakaokao." 
tomorrow TOP you 2sf-stay 1sf-go there 1sf-walk.about 
 
‘One day Aruru said to himself, “May be, I will try to see her.” 
When he tried to do it, he said to his younger brother, “You stay, I 
will go to walk there.” 
 
11 
Hatina Barai ehore ebakaina e'abi, 
brother-3s Barai 3sp-put 3sp-ask-TR 3sp-say 
 
"A'a'u aeana koao?" 
older-1s where-3s 2sf-go 
 
‘The brother Barai asked to him, “My older brother, where will you 
go?” 
 
12 
Aruru e'abi, "Au kaeao Beraura kaihana." 
Aruru 3sp-say I 1sf-go Beraura 1sf-see-TR 
 
‘Aruru said, “I will go to see Beraura (the Sun).” 
 
13 
Ba erani hana emikiri babi'e keataoana eao. 
then 3sp-time TOP 3sp-rise woman 3sf-spouse-TR 3sp-go 
 
‘The next day he rose, and went to marry the girl.’ 
 
14 
Ia aba ekamuri hana hatina Barai ua'a 
he already 3sp-go-after TOP brother-3s Barai there 
 
epapura nonoa emai maearima ebakainakia, etibaha, 
3sp-play hurry 3sp-come people 3sp-ask-TR-3p 3sp-say 
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"a'a'u a'i toihana?" 
older-1s no 2pp-see-TR 
 
‘When he (Aruru) had gone, his younger brother Barai finished his 
play and came, and asked to people, “Didn’t you see my older brother?” 
 
15 
Ia tehinabena, “a'amu aba eka'a." 
he 3pp-say-TR older-2s already 3sp-walk 
 
‘They said to him, “Your older brother is gone already.”’ 
 
16 
Epua, a'ana murinai ebeau eao. 
3sp-end older-3S after-3s-ASS 3sp-run 3sp-go 
 
‘Then, he ran after his older brother.’ 
 
17 
Aruru ena ka'a-i hana uaho ha atana 'Aiba'aiba taeara 
Aruru his walk-ASS TOP girl a name-3s ‘Aiba’aiba road 
 
haianai nebiraura etabuahina. 
side-3s-ASS 3spr-weeding 3sp-find-out-TR 
 
‘When Aruru is walking, he met a girl called ‘Aiba’aiba who is weeding 
on the side of the way.’ 
  
18 
'Aiba'aiba eapari, "Aruru Abia  oi aeana  nuao?"  
‘Aiba’aiba 3sp-call a_name a_name you how-3S r2spr-go 
 
‘Aiba’aiba called, “Aruru Abia, where are you going?”’ 
 
19 
Ia   e'abi   etibaha, "Au naeaomo       e'u raona 'ekana    ha."  
s/he 3sp-say 3sp-say   I  1SPR-go-even  my  think  place-3S a     
 
‘He said to her, “I am going to a place that I am thinking about.”’ 
 
20 
Ua    e'abiaiho     hana 'Aiba'aiba etibaha,  
ahead 3sp-say -thus TOP  ‘Aiba’aiba  3sp-say  
 
"Ia au babi'e namo'umo     ha neia'u  nabiraura       
but I  woman  good-1s-even a  here-1s 1SPR-farming  
 
ia  oi  okanamo         aeana  nuao." 
CJ  you 2sp-go-TR-even how-3S r2spr-go 
 
‘When he said like that, ‘Aiba’aiba said, “I am a good girl, I am 
gardening here, but you are going to the place where you go.’ 
21 
“Oi babi'e namomu  ia   au hana e'u raonamo    nika'a      
you woman  good-2s but  I  TOP  my  think-even 3spr-walk  
 
tainai        naeao."    
toward-3S-ASS 1SPR-go  
 
‘Yes, you are a good girl, but I am going toward where I am 
thinking.”’ 
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22 
Eka'a    haha     hana uaho atana   Komure etavuahina.           
3sp-walk a_little TOP  girl name-3S Komure 3sp-find-out-TR  
 
‘He went a little bit more and he met a girl called Komure.’ 
 
23 
Ekia 'abi'abi  hana ihobonamo     'Aiba'aiba ohi  te'abi'abi      
their say -say TOP  same -3S-even a_name     with 3pp-say -say   
 
abana.       
like-3S  
 
‘Their talking was the same as the talking with Aiba’aiba.’ 
 
24 
Haeamona eka      hahana      hana uaho atana   Babi'e  
again    3sp-walk a_little-TR TOP  girl name-3S woman   
 
etabuahina.           
3sp-find-out-TR  
 
‘And again after walking a little bit he saw a girl called Babi’e.’ 
 
25 
Ia   abonamo 'abi'abi  hamokiamo.     
but  also     say -say one -PL -even  
 
‘She also talked the same as before.’ 
 
26 
Murinai      hana hatina     ebeau    emai     uaho  
after-3S-ASS TOP  brother-3S 3sp-run  3sp-come girl  
 
weiakia,  a'ana    kipokia  te'abi   oioi     haukia   
there-PL  older-3S self-PL  3pp-say  friendly REL-PL   
 
ikoinai     ebakainakia.           
all -3S-ASS 3sp-ask  -TR-PL   
 
‘After that the younger brother came to the girls who had talked with 
his older brother, and asked them all.’ 
 
27 
Ia   uaho weiakia   ikoinai     ena bakaibakai   
but  girl there-PL  all -3S-ASS his ask  -ask    
 
tebamuena              hana te'abi,  "A'amu   bariumo    emai       
3pp-Caus_INCH-again-TR TOP  3pp-say  older-2s now  -even 3sp-come  
 
na'a,ia   a'abi     hana aia'u    a'i eona        ba   aba      
here  but r1sp-say  TOP  voice-1s no  3sp-hear-TR then already  
 
wiao."         
there-3sp-go  
 
‘But all those girls answered his question and said, “Your older 
brother came here, and I said to him but he didn’t hear me, and went 
to there already.”’ 
 
28 
Ba   murinai      ebeau    eao    taeara huanai             
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then after-3S-ASS 3sp-run  3sp-go way    trunk-3S-ASS  
 
etabuahina      hana Aruru  ehore   hatina                
3sp-find-out-TR TOP  Aruru  3sp-put brother-3S  
 
ehinabena e'abi,  "Oi aeana  nuao,    au naeao   Beraura  
3sp-told  3sp-say you how-3S r2spr-go I  1SPR-go Beraura      
 
keahuna'u     hana hararua       a'i meahunaka.                 
3sf-hit-TR-1s TOP  two_of_us(IN) no  u3simpr-hit-TR-1p(IN)  
 
‘He ran after him and met him on the road. Aruru said to his younger 
brother, “Where are you going? I’m going to Beraura, if he kills me, 
he might kill the two of us.”’ 
 
29 
Ia   Barai e'abi,  "Hamaeao        keahuni'o   re'a    hara  
s/he Barai 3sp-say  u1p(IN)impr-go 3sf-hit-2sg instead two.of.us   
 
keahunaka."             
3sf-hit-TR-1p(IN)  
 
‘But Barai said, “Let’s go, if he kills you he will kill the two of 
us.”’ 
 
30 
Epua    tera    teao   Beraura ena 'eka   hana nahuna        
3sp-end of_them 3pp-go Beraura his  place TOP  child-3S  
 
uahonamo     tetabu   ahina.      
girl-3S-even 3pp-find out-TR  
 
‘So the two of them went to Beraura’s place and found his daughter.’ 
 
31 
Beraura hana aba     mahi        tabu eao.     
Beraura TOP  already living_meat find 3sp-go  
 
‘Beraura had already gone to look for meat.’ 
 
32 
Uaho e'abi,  "Aruru Abia    oi  hatimu     ohi  tomai    hana  
girl 3sp-say  a_name a_name you brother-2s with 2pp-come TOP  
 
aba     enamo    ia   hama'u    hana eki'a   ki'a baha.  
already 3sp-good s/he father-1s TOP  3sp-bad very much   
 
‘The girl said, “Aruru Abia, it’s good you and your brother came, but 
my father is very very bad.’ 
 
33 
Kemai    hana aba     keahunimi,         ketatunimi           ba    
3sf-come TOP  already 3sf-hit-to_you(pl) 3sf-feast-to_you(pl) then  
 
keaninimi."          
3sf-eat-to_you(pl)  
 
‘If he comes he will cook you and eat you.”’ 
 
34 
Aruru  etibaha, "Abenamo          ia   naraonana     hana ko    
a_name 3sp-say   already-3sp-good but  1SPR-think-TR TOP  2sf  
 
horebuninamaimo, ba   hamamu    kemai    hana poumai    
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hide-1p(EX)-even then father-2s 3sf-come TOP  news-1P   
 
kohinana;   keahunamai    'ao."  
2sf-say -TR 3sf-hit-TR-1P  or     
 
‘Aruru said, “That’s good, but I think you could hide us then when 
your father comes tell him the news; he will kill us or?”’ 
 
35 
Epua    ekia  iruba matiu ekanai       matiuai     
3sp-end their fire  tree  place-3S-ASS tree -ASS  
 
ero'aro'a     abunakia.               
3sp-pile-pile cover-TR-PL   
 
‘Then she covered them with a pile of wood in their fire wood place.’ 
 
36 
Homa'ana  aha'i hana Beraura ekara'u.     
long  -3S no    TOP  Beraura 3sp-arrive  
 
‘Not long afterwards Beraura arrived.’ 
 
37 
Ena mahi        ehorotinakia      enamo    hana ebakaibakai,      
his living_meat 3sp-put   -TR-PL  3sp-good TOP  3sp-ask  -ask    
 
"Nahu'u  titi neiakia ikoinai     timikia  haeai     ia   matoha  
child-1s meat here-PL all -3S-ASS smell-PL other-ASS but  alike   
 
maearima mahamahakia  harua temai."    
people   new     -PL  some  3pp-come  
 
‘When he put the meat down he asked, “My child, all this meat smells 
different, but like some new people came.”’ 
 
38 
Ia   nahuna   e'abi,  "Na   titi naiakia  bariu  
s/he child-3S 3sp-say  here meat the -PL  now    
 
omaiainakia       haukia  timikia,  na'a taba aha'i."  
r2sp-bring-TR-PL  REL-PL  smell-PL  this what no       
 
‘But his daughter said, “It’s only the smell of the meat you brought 
today, there’s nothing here.”’ 
 
39 
Terarua tebaiharataea  eao    hana uaho e'abi,  "Hama'u    bariu  
both    3pp-argue  -up 3sp-go TOP  girl 3sp-say  father-1s now    
 
hana emu  aniani moani    ba   kahina  pouna."         
TOP  your food   ui2s-eat then 1sf-say clearly-TR  
 
‘The two of them argued until the girl said, “My father, now eat your 
food, then I will tell the news.”’ 
 
40 
Epua    hamana    emikiri  e'abi,  "Abetaina."              
3sp-end father-3S 3sp-rise 3sp-say  already-3sp-fit-TR  
 
‘The father said, “Alright.”’ 
 
41 
Ba   ena aniani eani    epua    hana nahuna   etibaha,     
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then his food   3sp-eat 3sp-end TOP  child-3S 3sp-say     
 
"Hama'u   bariu hana e'u maearima rua kabakarahinakia,                   
father-1s now   TOP  my  people   two 1sf-Caus-get_out-TR-PL   
 
ba   koahu  'arinakia 'ao?  
then 2sf-hit die -3p   or    
 
‘When he finished eating his food, the daughter said, “My father, now 
I will bring out my two people, then will you kill them?’ 
 
42 
Nanoini'o    a'i koahu  'arinakia, ia   katebaraini'o  emu  aka   
1SPR-ask-2sg no  2sf-hit die -3p   s/he r3pf-help -2sg your work  
 
katebabainakia."       
r3pf-make -TR-PL   
 
‘I am asking you don’t kill them, they will help you do your work.”’ 
 
43 
Hamana    ehore   ena noinoi  ea'itaeana,    e'abi,     
father-TR 3sp-put his request 3sp-take-up-TR 3sp-say   
 
"Abenamo         mobakarahinakia."                     
already-3sp-good ui2s-Caus-get_out-TR-PL   
 
‘Her father accepted her request and said, “That’s good, bring them 
out.”’ 
 
44 
Epua    uaho emikiri  terarua ebakarahinakia                 
3sp-end girl 3sp-rise both    3sp-Caus-get_out-TR  
 
hamana    wairanai.          
father-TR front-TR-ASS  
 
‘The girl got up and brought the two out in front of her father.’ 
 
45 
Eihanakia  hana aona  enamo.     
3sp-see-3p TOP  in-TR 3sp-good  
 
‘When he saw them he was happy.’ 
 
46 
Aruru  hana hibito'i namona  mai ehau    harai abonamo  
a_name TOP  lad      good-TR and 3sp-man well  also     
 
hatina     papana    hana ihana  tenamo.    
brother-3s little-TR TOP  see-TR 3pp-good  
 
‘Aruru was a good boy and also strong, his small brother looked 
good.’ 
 
47 
Eihanakia  enamo    hana Aruru  ehinabena, "Oi  haumu  hana  
3sp-see-3p 3sp-good TOP  a_name 3sp-told    you REL-2s TOP  
 
naha'u   kobaraina.         
child-1s 2sf-help -TR  
 
‘When he had looked at them he said to Aruru, “You will help my 
daughter. 
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48 
Aniani katotatu,  taba  ikoinai     katoba'oru   au  
food   r2pf-feast thing all -TR-ASS r2pf-prepare I   
 
kakaokao        kamai    hana kanianimo.         
1sf-walk_around 1sf-come TOP  1sf-eat-eat-even  
 
‘You must get the food, prepare everything when I come back from my 
journey I will eat.’ 
 
49 
Miori papana    hana au e'u oki    kekai      obo."     
boy   little-TR TOP  I  my  a_name 3sf-pierce complete  
 
‘The small boy will fetch my fruit.”’ 
 
50 
Temiaho  ekia  aka  ebenakia    haukia  tebabai.    
3pp-stay their work 3sp-give-3p REL-PL  3pp-make   
 
‘They stayed and did the work he gave them.’ 
 
51 
Eaomo       rani ha hana uaho Barai ehinabena e'abi,  "Katoao  
3sp-go-even time a  TOP  girl Barai 3sp-told  3sp-say  r2pf-go  
 
'oki   katokai     raninai     hana 'oki    kokaina             
a_name r2pf-pierce time-TR-ASS TOP   a_name 2sf-pierce-TR  
 
keao   atau'akinai     ba   ia  'oki    ia'ina      niao      
3sf-go far-very-3s-ASS then s/he a_name nom-take-TR 3spr-go  
 
hana oi  koriri   biai komai    kahabeau."  
TOP  you 2sf-down soon 2sf-come r1pf-run     
 
‘One day the girl said to Barai, “If/when you go to get fruit then 
you must get it and throw it far away, then when he goes to get it 
you must quickly climb down and come so we can run away.”’ 
 
52 
Ba   muriai    teao  'oki    tekai      hana Barai uaho  
then after-ASS 3pp-go a_name 3pp-pierce TOP  Barai girl  
 
ehinana     akana   ebabaina.          
3sp-say -TR work-TR 3sp-make -TR  
 
‘Afterwards when they went to get the fruit Barai did what the girl 
said.’ 
 
53 
Ia   a'i etaina     pokina  Beraura enoanoa             ki'a baha.  
s/he no  3sp-fit-TR because Beraura 3sp-wake_up-wake_up very much  
 
‘But it didn’t work because Beraura was very very fast.’ 
 
54 
Miori neriri    ohomo hana ia  'oki    aba     ea'ina            
boy   3spr-down still TOP  s/he a_name already 3sp-take-TR  
 
emue,     ba   ebakaina   hana miori ebuniai      e'abi      
3sp-again then 3sp-ask-TR TOP  boy   3sp-hide-ASS 3sp-say   
 
ikai       e'eho    kea'ina.          
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nom-pierce 3sp-fall 3sf-take-TR  
 
‘While the boy was still coming down, he (Beraura) had already taken 
the fruit and came back, then he asked (the boy). The boy denied 
saying the piercing stick fell down and he was going to get it.’ 
 
55 
Temue     itu   ena pou  ehina    hana uaho e'abi,  "Muriai     
3pp-again house his news 3sp-say  TOP  girl 3sp-say  after-ASS  
 
katoao  hana kotae    koao   korikorina          'akinai.          
r2pf-go TOP  2sf-rise 2sf-go standing-standing-TR very-TR-ASS  
 
‘They went back to the house and he (Barai) told them the news. The 
girl said, “Later when you go you must climb to the very top.’ 
 
56 
Ba  'oki    kokai      aotana  keao   atau'a 'akinai,     ia  
then a_name 2sf-pierce loud-TR 3sf-go far     very-TR-ASS s/he  
 
ia'ina    niao    hana koriri   komai    kahabeau."  
nom-no-TR 3spr-go TOP  2sf-down 2sf-come r1pf-run     
 
‘Then you must pierce the fruit so it goes very far away, when he 
goes to get it you must climb down and we’ll run away.”’ 
 
57 
Rani haeai     teao   hana miori papana    uaho e'abi    hana  
time other-ASS 3pp-go TOP  boy   little-TR girl 3sp-say  TOP  
 
ebabaina.          
3sp-make -TR  
 
‘Another day they went and the small boy did what the girl told him.’ 
 
58 
Bariu hana oki    ekaina        eao    atau'a tohanai           
now   TOP  a_name 3sp-pierce-TR 3sp-go far    real-TR-ASS  
 
ba   Beraura ia'inai         niwahi     oho    hana miori  
then Beraura nom-take-TR-ASS 3spr-there grease TOP  boy    
 
abe     riri ebeau.     
Already down 3sp-run   
 
‘Now he pierced the fruit and it went a long way, then Beraura went 
to get it, when he was a long way the boy came down and ran.’ 
 
59 
Ia   Aruru  uaho ohi  hana teao  iehe    matiuna  ba'ai     haukia    
s/he a_name girl with TOP  3pp-go bridge tree-3s  under-ASS part-PL   
 
teharanakia.          
3pp-cut -TR-PL   
 
‘Aruru and the girl went and cut the wood under the bridge.’ 
 
60 
Ba   miori papana    emai     hana ebeau    banai ia   Beraura  
then boy   little-TR 3sp-come TOP  3sp-run  over  s/he Beraura      
 
emai     hana iehe   weiana ehe   pobuna  epua    beiai       
3sp-come TOP  bridge that   board pour-TR 3sp-end water-ASS  
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etobu.     
3sp-sink  
 
‘Then the small boy came and ran over, but when Beraura came the 
bridge collapsed and he sank into the water.’ 
 
61 
Ia   etobu    aonai     hana Aruru, hatina     mai uaho  
s/he 3sp-sink in-TR-ASS TOP  a_name brother-3s and girl  
 
weiana aba     tebeau   akaumana.         
that   already 3pp-run  disappear-TR  
 
‘When he sank Aruru, his brother and the girl had already ran away.’ 
 
62 
Murikiai     eao,   eu'u      hobonakia      ia   a'i  
after-PL-ASS 3sp-go 3sp-chase attempt-TR-PL  s/he no   
 
etaina,    hana ena 'abi neiana  ehinana,  "Aba     
3sp-fit-TR TOP  his  say here-3s 3sp-say-TR already  
 
toaotipa buonai  bariu hanona aba     toba'ehona'u.                  
2pp-wise because now   TOP    already 2pp-Caus-fall-TR-1s  
 
‘He followed them, he tried to chase them, but was not able to and he 
said this word, “Because you were wise now you made me fall.’ 
 
63 
Tobeau 'arami   emauri,  ia   patomiaho  raninai     oi,  
2pp-run head-2p 3sp-life s/he ur2pl-stay time-TR-ASS you  
 
(Aruru,) panini'o,    hatimu     panamo          mai atawamu    
a_name   u1s-eat-2sg  brother-2s u1s-eat-TR-even MID spouse-2s  
 
babi'ena abonamo pana.     
Woman-3s also    mangrove  
 
‘You’re lucky you ran away, if you had stayed I would have eaten you 
(Aruru), also your brother and you wife.’ 
 
64 
Ia   bariu aba     tohau   toha buonai  aba     toka'a."   
s/he now   already 2pp-man real because already 2pp-walk  
 
‘But now because you’re a real man you walked.”’ 
 
65 
Ba   bariu eka     Beraura nikaihuna   hana ena tabura  
then now   our(IN) Beraura 3spr-dip-TR TOP  his strong  
 
ikoinai    niore.        
all-3s-ASS 3spr-finish  
 
‘Now when our sun (Beraura) goes down all his strength is gone.’ 
 
66 
Pokina  aba     ua    raninai     Aruru  ena aotipai  beiai       
because already there time-3s-ASS a_name his wise-ASS water-ASS  
 
etobu.     
3sp-sink  
 
‘Because of Aruru’s wisdom in those days he sank in the water.’ 
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67 
Ori    Ko'ona.       
Story  short-3S 
 
‘A short story.’ 
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